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Abstract

Digital retailers are currently experiencing explosive growth and mounting pressure from
consumers to provide faster and cheaper delivery of product. This project develops two strategies
to improve delivery speed, reliability, and cost for digital retailers operating in key North
American markets (i.e. New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago).

Zone Skipping Transportation
This project develops a zone skipping transportation model and associated business case for
retailers with multiple consumer channels (i.e. digital and brick and mortar). Zone skipping pools
digital and retail shipments, utilizing dedicated ground transportation of product from central
distribution hubs to last-mile delivery hubs in key cities. For reasonable input parameters, zone
skipping is shown to improve delivery speed by 20%, improve on-time delivery performance by
20%, and reduce costs by 10% over traditional carrier zone shipping.

Multinodal Distribution (Ship-from-Store Simulation)
Many multi-channel retailers employ multinodal distribution networks, but desire store
fulfillment capabilities in key cities to improve key delivery metrics (speed and cost). To validate
these capabilities, retailers can develop easily-tailorable analytical simulation models to test
various hypotheses and distribution parameters. This project helps address two major ship-from-
store questions:

1. What to Ship - A SKU stocking strategy that minimizes variability and ensures
predictable and right-sized demand levels. The strategy needs to accurately predict future
demand based on limited historical information.

2. How to Fulfill - The transformation of a store back room into a mini distribution center
and all of the processes design to enable rapid fulfillment time given highly variable
demand

The SKU stocking strategy leverages advanced analytics, and the operational fulfillment
processes are tested using simulation software that enables rapid manipulation of key variables to
uncover optimal process flows. The resulting simulation model and SKU stocking framework
can be leveraged by digital retailers to operationalize ship from store processes and accurately
predict digital demand levels for future store fulfillment nodes.

Thesis Supervisor: Stephen Graves
Title: Professor, Management Science

Thesis Supervisor: Stanley Gershwin
Title: Senior Research Scientist, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of the problem studied by the student in conjunction with the

MIT Leaders for Global Operations Program, providing company-specific context by citing

internship work performed by the student as part of Nike Inc's supply chain design team. First,

this section describes the business rationale and engineering implications behind this project and

presents a general overview of the problem. Second, this section gives the reader an overview of

Nike's corporate history, organizational structure, and supply chain. Finally, this section

provides an overview of the remaining sections of the thesis.

1.1 Project Objective

Nike is the world's largest athletic footwear and apparel retailer and competes with brands like

Under Armour, Adidas, and Reebok for market share. Important aspects of competition in the

athletic retail industry are:

" Product attributes such as quality; performance, innovation, and reliability

* Consumer connection and affinity for brands and products, developed through marketing

and promotion; social media interaction; customer support and service

" Effective sourcing and distribution of products, with attractive merchandising and

presentation at retail, both in-store and online.

This thesis is an academic study that focuses on improving performance of digital fulfillment,

using Nike as an example of how this could be implemented

Historically, Nike's revenues have been dominated by their wholesale business (contracts with

retailers like Dicks Sporting Goods, Footlocker, and others). Nike also has a rapidly expanding
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direct-to-consumer (DTC) business that accounts for Nike inline retail stores, factory stores, and

digital (Nike.com) sales. In FY2015, Nike did $6.6B in DTC sales and $24.OB in wholesale

sales.

In October of 2015, Nike CEO Mark Parker announced aggressive growth targets that would

elevate the company's total revenues from $30.6B in FY2015 to $50B by FY2020. The growth

strategy focuses on both wholesale and DTC, with the most aggressive growth targets coming

from the higher-margin DTC segment, which aims to grow from $6.6B in FY2015 to $16B in

FY2020 (2.5X growth over 5 years).

I
I
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$14,000
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$10,000
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$2,000
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Figure 1: Nike's historical direct-to-consumer revenues and FY2020 DTC projections'

Within the DTC segment, Nike plans to grow their digital (Nike.com) business the most. In

FY2015 Nike's digital DTC revenues were $1.0B and by 2020, Nike aims to grow this segment

1 http://marketrealist.com/2016/03/nikes-focusing-higher-dtc-channel-growth/
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of their business to $7.0B (7X growth over 5 years). To accomplish this growth, Nike plans to

provide industry leading delivery service and a premium consumer experience.

Currently, Nike operates several distribution centers in Memphis TN, including its largest global

fulfillment center2. As such, North American customers placing orders on Nike.com will likely

receive their shipments from Memphis3. Nike is constantly on the offensive to provide better

customer experience for digital orders, and is always looking for ways to deliver packages faster

and more reliably.

This study is an academic exercise that aims to develop and test various strategies that digital

retailers can employ to improve delivery performance. There are two main objectives of this

study:

(1) Improve delivery performance to satisfy growing consumer expectations in ecommerce

without changing fulfillment processes

(2) Test and validate essential capabilities of a multinodal fulfillment network to satisfy and

delight the digital 'consumer of the future'

1.2 Nike Overview

Nike is the global leader in athletic footwear and apparel sales and was incorporated on

September 8, 1969. Nike has over 62000 employees, and the Company's operating segments

include North America, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, Greater China, Japan and

Emerging Markets. Nike sells its products to retail accounts, through its retail stores and Internet

Websites, and through a mix of independent distributors and licensees across the world. Nike's

2 http://news.nike.com/news/nike-opens-its-Iargest-distribution-center-worldwide-in-tennessee

3 Nike.com UPS package tracking - Memphis TN origin
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products are designed at their World Headquarter in Beaverton, Oregon and manufactured by a

network of over 750 suppliers mainly located in South and East Asia. Nike's products are

designed for use in athletic applications, however Nike products are also worn for casual or

lifestyle purposes4.

The Nike brand offers products in nine categories: Running, Nike Basketball, the Jordan Brand,

Football (Soccer), Men's Training, Women's Training, Action Sports, Sportswear (its sports-

inspired lifestyle products) and Golf. Nike competes with Adidas, ASICS, Li Ning, Lululemon,

Athletica, Puma, V.F. Corporation and Under Armour.

Nike employs a matrix organizational structure with many dimensions and layers. Typical

dimensions of the matrix include: Brand, Product Engine, and Geography. Nike also segments

by product category (golf, basketball, etc) and channel (digital direct-to-consumer, retail direct-

to-consumer, wholesale, etc). A typical employee may report to management in three or more

.5dimensions of the matrix .

For the purposes of the project, new ideas related to supply chain design to improve delivery

performance in key cities cross many dimensions of the matrix. For example, a typical

performance improvement project requires coordination with retail stores, Nike.com teams, and

different geographies (global, Europe, Chine, North America, etc). Each one of these

dimensions of the matrix must be on board with proposed changes for them to be effective.

1.2.1 Company Background

Nike was founded by Phil Knight and University of Oregon track coach Bill Bowerman in 1964

4 http://news.nike.com/company-overview/history/1980s.html
5 http://epub.wu.ac.at/3791/1/N ike__WU-CaseSeries.pdf
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under the name Blue Ribbon Sports. The company was founded on the premise of designing

better shoes for elite runners, and leveraged the running talent at the University of Oregon to test

and perfect initial shoes concepts. Initially, Bowerman and Knight also served as a distributor

for Japanese running shoe company Onitsuka Tiger. In 1971, the company rebranded and started

selling shoes under the Nike name and adopted the iconic swoosh logo.

Figure 2: Nike's 'moon shoe' first introduced at the 19726

Nike's early distribution strategy was to sell shoes out of the back of a VW van at track meets.

By the end of that same decade, Nike had amassed a 50% market share for athletic shoes in the

United States7. In the 1980s, Nike developed its brand through several major marketing

campaigns and endorsement deals with professional athletes like Michael Jordan. Nike's brand

continued to grow through the 1990s and 2000s by focusing on strategies that propelled the

company to great success in the 1980s (marketing campaigns, endorsement deals, and innovative

products). Nike has amassed a market cap of USD $89B as of October, 2016.

6 http://www.firstversions.com/2015/06/nike-shoes.html

7 http://news.nike.com/companyoverview/history/1980s.htmI
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1.2.2 Nike Supply Chain

In 2003, recognizing the need to better reach consumers and wholesale accounts with the right

product at the right place and at the right time, Phil Knight elevated supply chain to a corporate

priority, right alongside brand. Because Nike sources many of its products from Asian

manufacturers, Nike's 'supply chain' starts at foreign ports after products are manufactured and

delivered to Asian consolidators. At these consolidators, Nike buys off inventory from factory

partners. Product bound for all consumer segments (Digital DTC, Retail DTC, and wholesale) is

then shipped from these ports to receiving positions in each geography. At the receiving

positions, product is then diverted to one of two locations. Some product is sent directly to retail

or wholesale accounts while the remaining product is sent to distribution centers where it is

positioned for wholesale, retail, and digital distribution. Finally, product is transported to the end

consumer by leveraging different transportation methods based on channel (truck or rail for

wholesale, truck for DTC retail, and truck or air for DTC digital). Figure 3 shows the process

flow of Nike's supply chain, starting at the geo-consolidator and ending at the customer

(wholesale, DTC retail, and DTC digital).

15
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Figure 3: Nike supply chain structure

Nike's supply chain can be classified into two major streams - inbound and outbound. Inbound

supply chain encompasses upstream logistics to get products from Asian consolidators to

distribution centers (consolidator to distribution center), and outbound supply chain encompasses

fulfillment, logistics, and distribution to end customers (distribution center to customer). For the

purposes of this project, only outbound supply chain activities will be considered. Additionally,

for the purposes of the project, subsequent supply chain discussions will focus geographically on

North America and chronologically after product has reached the Geo consolidator.

1.2.2.1 Nike North American Outbound Supply Chain - Current State Assumptions

Nike ships a significant volume of its total North American orders from Memphis TN, as it

operates four distribution centers - including its largest global fulfillment center - in this

location. Because of its large fulfillment presence in Memphis, Nike also ships orders for

multiple distribution channels (digital, retail, and wholesale) from this location as well. For

these reasons, Nike can be assumed to operate a centralized distribution model.

16
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Nike operates like many other retailers in that they fulfill orders on a first-in first out (FIFO)

system. Additionally, like many other retailers, Nike also tries to prioritize for digital order

speed, since digital orders are customer-facing (unlike retail or wholesale orders where the

customer point-of-sale is further downstream in the distribution process).

Nike leverages different outbound transportation strategies for each consumer channel. For

direct-to-consumer channels, Nike relies on the carriers to sort packages by zip code, transport to

8last-mile hubs for final delivery, and deliver to the end customer .

Digital Delivery Speed - Nike and Others

Many digital retailers develop transportation strategies for digital orders that are driven by

consumer expectations in ecommerce. Amazon.com and Amazon.com's Prime 2-day shipping

are the effective benchmarks for the North American ecommerce industry9 . As such,

Amazon.com heavily influences service levels and delivery speeds for other digital retailers. In

fact, Nike currently provides free standard 3-day and 4-day service to all points in the US

(geographic dependent), and consumer-subsidized 2-day and next-day expedited service' 0

(similar to Amazon)

Additionally, many digital retailers require one full day to process and fulfill orders. If these

retailers desire standard 4-day delivery like Nike currently promises, 3-day transportation for all

standard digital orders is required. Most of the established US shipping carriers are capable of

shipping packages 500 miles per day" with ground transportation. Given the 500 miles/day

8 Nike.com UPS tracking - UPS timestamp log starts at UPS Memphis sort facility
http://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconnor/2015/04/06/walmart-and-target-being-crowded-out-online-by-amazon-

prime/#68f6eb8c 1619
10 Nike.com Website Service-Levels
"http://www.fedex.com/us/retai-shipping/ground/
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ground transportation threshold, many digital retailers with centralized geographic fulfillment

must employ air shipping to get packages to consumers who live outside of a 1500-mile radius

from the central distribution center. This means many retailers must air ship products to west

coast markets. This is very costly for digital retailers. It can be hypothesized that 2-day and

next-day orders for many multichannel-retailers (such as Nike) are prioritized ahead of standard

digital, retail, and wholesale orders in distribution centers. It can also be hypothesized that

transportation costs are only partially subsidized by the consumer. As such, expedited orders

that are currently shipped by air are also often shipped at significant cost to multichannel-

retailers operating centralized distribution centers.

Desired Digital Delivery Reliability - Nike and Others

Digital retailers currently measure delivery reliability using a metric known as estimated delivery

date (EDD) performance. This metric is a measure of the total number of orders delivered on-

time divided by the total number orders placed. For digital retailers with a geographically

centralized distribution network, this measure varies by geographic proximity to the central

distribution center. Typically, carrier networks are capable of shipping 500 miles per day by

ground. As such, a retailer shipping from a central DC to an address 499 miles from the DC

(hypothetical) would promise the customer a 2-day EDD (one day to fulfill the order and one day

for the carrier to ship it to the end customer). However, a retailer shipping from a central DC to

an address 501 miles from the DC (hypothetical) would promise the customer a 3-day EDD (one

day to fulfill the order and two days for the carrier to ship it to the end customer). By this logic,

orders shipped to just under the 500-mile increment thresholds (499 miles, 999 miles, 1499

miles, etc) would have very poor EDD performance and orders shipped just beyond the 500 mile

thresholds (501 miles, 1001 miles, 1501 miles, etc) would have very good EDD performance.

18



Beyond 1500 miles from distribution center, EDD performance is assumed to be relatively

constant and more in-line with EDD performance in areas close to the distribution center. This is

because centralized-fulfillment retailers air ship products beyond this radius.

For a company like Nike, which fulfills the majority of its digital orders from Memphis, it can be

hypothesized (based on the above logic) that opportunities to improve delivery reliability are

greatest in major east coast markets and other cities very close to the 500 mile thresholds - such

as New York City, Chicago, and Philadelphia.

5+-day
ground

CHI

LAL

Figure 4: Typical Ground Shipping Thresholds

1.3 Thesis Overview

This document contains seven sections. Section 2 provides a review of relevant supply chain

literature on outbound transportation options for ecommerce retail and ship-from-store models.

Section 3 defines the problem being studied. Section 4 presents rationales behind the decisions

that were made for the near-term zone skipping transportation model and the long-term ship-

from-store model. Section 5 presents the models that were developed for short-term zone

19



skipping transportation and long term ship-from-store simulation. Section 6 presents the results

of the zone skipping transportation model and ship-from-store simulation model. Section 7

provides conclusions based on this project, as well as short term and long term recommendations

and next steps.

2 Literature Review

Throughout this paper, two principle operational tactics - pooled zone skipping transportation

and ship-from-store distribution - are covered, both with the stated goal of improving delivery

metrics such as speed, reliability, and cost. This project is primarily geared towards multi-

channel retailers like Nike, who employ three distinctly different fulfillment and transportation

processes. As such, specific literature pertaining to multi-channel zone skipping transportation is

sparse. However, by examining literature pertaining more broadly to carrier-owned (i.e. FedEx,

UPS, etc) zone skipping, a better understanding of efficient outbound transportation processes

can be ascertained and extrapolated to cover multi-channel retailer specific transportation and

logistics processes. Additionally, multi-channel retailer ship-from-store processes can be studied

more broadly through literature pertaining to omni-channel supply chains.

Why Speed, Reliability, and Cost?

A central theme of this project is the need for ecommerce retailers to improve delivery speeds,

improve delivery reliabilities, and reduce shipping costs. A 2014 report by market research firm

ComScore entitled "UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper Global Study"[ 1] examined a wide variety

of ecommerce issues, with a focus on delivery. The major takeaways of the study are as follows:

20



* Timely delivery is the most important factor in satisfaction for more than one-third of

ecommerce customers. Of those consumers, 25% reported that they would change

companies or distribution methods due to unreliable service.

* Delivery speed is the second most important factor in making a sale; however, customers

are willing to trade fast delivery for free delivery. In fact, 50 percent have purposely

chosen a slower delivery speed to get free shipping, and 83 percent are willing to wait

two or more extra days to get free shipping. Free shipping is a cost passed on to retailers.

* 85 percent of consumers are content to wait five days or more for delivery, but half of

customers have abandoned a shopping cart after finding out shipping would take too

long, or when they couldn't get an estimated delivery date.

* Customers want the option to expedite delivery when needed. 65 percent are satisfied

with all the shipping options that ecommerce companies offer, and 35 percent say that the

ability to get purchases faster (even if they have to pay more) is important.

Additionally, shipping costs are a growing problem threatening online retailer profit margins.

An article in the AOL Finance Journal entitled "The High Cost of Free Delivery - to Online

Retailers" by Seetharaman and Layne 12] asserts two main points:

(1) Online retailers are forced to match consumer expectations by offering fast and free

delivery options. Consumer expectations are ignited by a competitive reinforcing loop

whereby online retailers "one-up" each other by offering faster and cheaper service levels

to achieve a competitive advantage.

(2) Online Retailers are becoming unprofitable due to the high cost of shipping. Amazon's

shipping costs during the first nine months of 2014 rose 32 percent, compared with 29
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percent in the same period of 2013, and a study by market research firm Forrester [31

estimates Amazon lost between $1B and $2B on Prime Shipments in 2013. In an

investor, Call in November of 2014, Target's CEO said "growing online sales were

pressuring margins, due in large part to higher shipping expenses."

These two articles confirm the need for online retailers to get products to consumers faster, more

reliably, and cheaper.

Logistics and Transportation - Zone Skipping

Carriers and logistics providers have been employing several creative methods of expediting

packages to certain population-rich geographies for years. An article from 1986 in the Journal of

Distribution entitled "High Parcel Rates? Skip It" by Heart [4] presents the advantages and

disadvantages of what the author calls the 'zone skipping' transportation model. Heart defines

zone skipping as "the direct transportation of parcels across high-traffic routes utilizing shuttles

and circumnavigating intermediary carrier portals." In his article, Heart asserts "zone skipping

can be advantageous by lowering the per package price for shipping. Instead of shipping

individual packages across various zones where they are unloaded and sorted multiple times, one

truckload is shipped directly from the point of distribution to a specific city." Additionally,

Heart emphasizes the advantages of zone skipping on transportation speeds. He claims "a

truckload driven by a team can make the trip from Georgia to California in 2 days. Add a day for

the parcel carrier to deliver, and the total delivery time to the customer is shortened to just 3

days, down from 4 or 5 days under the traditional zone shipping transportation model." Heart

cautions that zone skipping is not always advantageous, especially for low-volume routes "The

major disadvantage to Zone Skipping is at the front end. Instead of shipping the order
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immediately upon receiving it, the order is held until there is enough volume for the truckload

(or less-than-truckload (LTL) in some cases). If order volume is low or unpredictable, then

waiting for a critical mass for Zone Skipping can be detrimental to delivery speed."

A 2006 conference presentation by Fed-Ex e-commerce manager Jose Li entitled "Freight

Consolidation and Zone Skipping - Putting Control In The Right Hands" 15] details some

strategies used by carriers to ensure predictable and sufficient transportation volumes for zone

skipping. Li asserts that consolidation of shipments across multiple vendors or multiple channels

among the same vendor can provide higher volume and more predictable shipments. Li also

contends "Freight consolidation could save 15% in transportation costs, but this savings must be

weighed against using staff resources to handle all of the coordination or hiring a transportation

company to do the job." Such coordination would require multiple pick-ups and drop offs and

the capability of inbound or outbound distribution nodes to sort and queue packages by specific

geographic region. Additionally, Li believes that zone skipping risks customer satisfaction,

especially when it comes to merchants and customers being able to track the location of their

shipments "Many of the trucking companies that zone skip aren't necessarily sophisticated from

a technology standpoint, so merchants run the risk of losing visibility to the first leg of the

shipment." Because of the coordination challenges, challenges pertaining to consolidation, and

limited package tracking capabilities associated with zone skipping, Li believes that carriers

ultimately stand to benefit from a hybrid model of zone skipping and traditional zone shipping Li

concludes his talk by asserting "it will likely be a mixture of zone skipping and traditional parcel

shipping that yields the lowest cost and highest service."

Overall, zone skipping presents opportunities to improve delivery speeds and reduce delivery

costs by consolidating packages across multiple vendors and channels. To be most effective, a
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zone skipping model should maximize volumes across desired routes and minimize complexities

associated with pick-ups, drop-offs, geographic sorts, and parcel tracking. The optimal solution

for carrier transportation is likely a hybrid of zone skipping and traditional zone shipping.

Omni-Channel Supply Chains - Ship-from-Store

Over the past few years, retailers with both ecommerce and brick and mortar businesses have

been leveraging their brick and mortar stores as ecommerce distribution nodes. Studies by

market research firms Fortna ("Ship from Store Distribution: Reducing the Impact of an

Imperfect Forecast" [61) and Enspire Commerce ("What Every Omni-Channel Retailer Should

Know About Developing a Ship From Store Strategy" [7]) overview the major benefits of a ship-

from-store distribution model:

* Speed - Ship from store enables retailers to ship products to consumers faster because

they are able to reduce the time needed to fulfill and transport an order . The advantages

of this are obvious. According to the Fortna study "Because ship-from-store can often

get an item to the customer quicker, it also helps retailers compete with pure-play e-

tailers like Amazon, who have built incredibly efficient distribution networks in every

state"

" Right-Sized Inventory - Ship from store enables retailers to leverage their full demand,

wherever it may reside. The Fortna study states "it is virtually impossible for retailers to

craft a perfect forecast, so inventory ends up in the wrong place. As a result, companies

have a product and a customer who wants that product, but they cannot connect the two.

Ship-from-store helps companies sell that inventory wherever it is located."

" Merchandising and Flexibility- There are several other benefits to ship from store.
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According to the Enspire Commerce Study, ship from store allows retailers to reduce in-

store markdowns due to slow moving inventory, enables a greater assortment of online

offerings by leveraging both online and store merchandising models, and empowers

customers to pick up online orders at stores (introducing flexibility into the system and

reducing shipping costs).

These two studies also touch on some of the challenges associated with ship-from-store

distribution. The principle challenge is attaining full inventory visibility across all distribution

nodes. If e-customers are provided estimated delivery dates upon checkout that are dependent on

the location of the distribution node, inventory visibility is essential, as incorrect inventory

accuracy could lead to many delayed orders 16].

Additionally, smaller distribution nodes run the risk of "skyrocketing fulfilment times" if

incoming orders are not controlled during periods of high demand. This is because small nodes

do not have the manpower to quickly deplete a large order queue. As such, order diverting and

node-specific order queue visibility are desired capabilities for ship-from-store distribution.

Additional challenges include training of store employees to fulfill online orders, managing

complex multi-channel operations in small back-rooms of stores, optimizing outbound

transportation logistics to reduce transportation costs, and determining what SKUs to offer to

online customers [6117].

Improving Store Fulfillment Capacities by Leveraging Manufacturing Strategies

Several of the challenges associated with ship-from store distribution (unpredictable order arrival

rates, long order queues, multi-channel operations in small back rooms, etc) can be combatted by

investigating common manufacturing strategies employed by traditional manufacturing firms..
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An industry report from 2013 by supply chain consultant firm Cognizant entitled "Adapting

Manufacturing Strategies for Distribution Center Management" by Singh [8] overviews

strategies that distribution centers can employ to improve capacity, improve throughput, and

reduce the time needed to fulfill an order. This report discusses the importance of forecasting as

a tool to keep labor costs down while maintaining high service levels. "The right-sizing of

equipment and the labor force through capacity planning algorithms offers the ability to

determine labor needs based on the demand profile, driving world-class order fill rates while

minimizing costs.

The report also discusses the theory of constraints (TOC) and how it can be applied to eliminate

backlogs in the fulfilment process. The report cites a hypothetical bottleneck in the fulfillment

process and how it could be mitigated. "...for example, a bottleneck might be the order-filling

operations in which an increasing amount of automation is used to increase productivity. In this

situation, distribution center managers can use TOC to identify and put in place processes to

manage the workloads at the stations, alleviating the bottleneck."

Other strategies discussed in the report include lean manufacturing principles (5S, standard work,

mistake-proofing, real time Andon alerts, value stream mapping, etc), automation of repeatable

processes such as packing, and flexible manufacturing that allows the same processes to be

scaled across small and large distribution nodes. By leveraging traditional manufacturing

strategies, store distribution nodes can function more effectively and process more orders per

hour - a necessity in dealing with unpredictable demand.

3 Problem Definition

The prior two sections provided background information for the following general questions:
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* What do digital consumers expect in terms of delivery speed and reliability and how do

these expectations vary across different segments of the population (i.e. rural vs cities)?

* How do other e-commerce retailers transport product from fulfillment hubs to

consumers?

* How do digital retailers architect their supply chains? How are products transported and

fulfilled? What are common delivery speeds for digital retailers?

" What prior research has been conducted on transportation options and multimodal

distribution in e-commerce?

Understanding the answers to these questions, a clear problem emerges which this project aims

to answer.

Problem

Many digital and multi-channel retailers have similar goals to improve delivery speeds, improve

delivery reliabilities, and control outbound transportation costs. One hypothesis regarding how

multi-channel retailers can achieve these goals is to direct-ship pooled store/digital packages to

high-volume markets. The business ramifications of this transportation model are unknown. As

such, a business case template for pooled zone skipping transportation is needed.

A second hypothesis regarding how multi-channel retailers can achieve these goals is to employ

store distribution nodes to ship digital packages (ship-from-store). There are many operational

variables associated with a ship-from-store model, and a simulation model to test these

parameters on a case-by-case basis is needed.

A final hypothesis is that both zone skipping transportation and ship-from-store distribution can
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help improve overall supply chain sustainability, but this hypothesis is unsubstantiated.

Achieving the goals associated with improved delivery performance will provide digital and

multi-channel retailers with several distinct advantages:

* Retailers will be able to sell to a new subset of consumers who demand very fast delivery

speeds

" Retailers will be able to reduce outbound transportation costs

* Retailers will be able to retain a robust brand image by delivering consistently to

consumer expectations (reduce late orders)

" Retailers will enhance brand image by operating a more sustainable and environmentally

friendly outbound supply chain

4 Methodology

The problem described in the previous section can be divided up into two parts. Henceforth,

these two parts will be referred to as 'zone skipping transportation' and 'ship-from-store.' This

section walks the reader through these two parts, providing hypothetical context behind the

methodologies that were employed throughout the project for each part. The first part of this

section is an analysis of the infrastructure that multi-channel and digital retailers have put in

place and how that infrastructure can serve as a foundation for potential changes. The second

part of this section introduces the proposed models for zone skipping transportation and ship-

from-store fulfillment, highlighting the relevant inputs, outputs, and levers with supporting

rationale given.
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4.1 Introduction to Zone Skipping Transportation

This section pertains to the short-term strategy of zone skipping transportation to high-volume

population centers. The zone skipping model discussed throughout this document is geared

towards multi-channel retailers, as there are certain hypothesized benefits associated with the

pooled shipments from multiple channels to high-volume cities. Zone skipping leverages

dedicated (retailer-owned or third-party outsourced) transportation to move packages from

central distribution hubs directly to key cities in the US. In this model, traditional carriers are

responsible only for the last-mile delivery of packages and multi-channel retailers own the transit

of packages from its distribution hub to the last-mile facilities.

4.1.1 Traditional Multi-Channel Retailer Shipping - Carrier-Owned Zone Transportation

to LA and NYC

This section provides an overview of how traditional multi-channel retailers currently ship

products to key market cities. Key market cities are defined as population centers where a

significant percentage of a particular geography's demand resides. For the purposes of this

project, New York City (NYC) and Los Angeles (LA) are considered key market cities and are

the only cities that will be considered by this project for the zone skipping transportation

strategy.

Most multi-channel retailers categorize digital shipments into two major buckets - standard or

expedited. Expedited orders typically fulfill in less than 24 hours and ship in 1-2 days, whereas

standard orders typically take longer to fulfill and longer to ship. For the purposes of this

project, the terms 'fulfill' and 'fulfillment time' refer to the process or the time required to get an

order ready to ship (total internal DC time). The terms 'ship' and 'shipping time' refer to the
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process or the time required to transport an order from the DC to the end customer (total

transportation time).

Standard orders account for a significant portion of total demand for most traditional multi-

channel retailers. For example, a multi-channel retailer with a central distribution hub in the

middle of the United States (this is a common location for central DCs) that offers standard 4-

day delivery, transports orders by leveraging carrier air shipping (LA) and ground shipping

(NYC) due to the 500 mile/day rule (see section 1.2.2 for a definition of the 500 mil/day rule).

Assuming multi-channel retailers also operate brick and mortar stores in these key market cities,

retail product is typically transported using slower ground service and leveraging a variety of

third party logistics (3PL) carriers.

Because established shipping carriers currently transport most standard digital orders, these

orders are subject to significant variability in the transit phase of delivery (central DC to last-

mile hub). This variability manifests itself in sorts that occur along transportation routes.

Because of how most carriers are architected, there is rarely enough demand to ship items from

the origin directly to the destination. As such, carriers have set up pooling centers throughout the

country called sortation facilities. These facilities amalgamate packages from many incoming

trucks, sort them by their geographic destinations, and re-distribute packages on to new trucks

depending on their final destination zip codes. For example, two packages may depart

Philadelphia on the same truck - one bound for Pittsburg and the other bound for Baltimore.

That truck then drives from Philadelphia to a sortation facility in Harrisburg PA. The packages

are then unloaded from that truck and sent through a scanner where they are subdivided

according to their final zip code. The first package is then loaded on to a truck bound for

Pittsburg and the second package is loaded on to a truck bound for Baltimore.
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Typically, a package traveling from a central DC in the middle of the United States to NYC

encounters 3-4 sorts before it reaches the last-mile delivery hub outside of New York12 . Each of

these sorts operates on a schedule that is independent of inbound and outbound truck schedules.

For packages that travel to Los Angeles from a central distribution center, a hybrid of air

shipping and zone ground shipping is employed. As such, if an inbound truck or airplane is late

to a sortation facility, packages on that truck or airplane may miss their intended sort and must

wait for the next available sort and next available outbound truck.

Ultimately, in-transit sorts take more time than point-to-point transportation (packages spend

time stagnant in a sortation facility instead of making progress towards their final destination)

and also introduce variability that results in unpredictably late shipments. A significant portion

of late orders to key cities can be attributed to carrier performance. Table 1 shows an example of

the routing for a package from Memphis TN to New York City NY. The package goes through

four transit sort centers, spends 18:35 in transit, and spends 5:47 in the sortation centers

(excluding the last-mile sortation) for a total transit time of 24:23. To the contrary, a truck

traveling directly from Memphis TN to New York City NY at the speed limit would take

15:521.

Step Running Time Step Time

Depart Memphis TN 0:00

Arrive Knoxville TN 6:15 6:15 (transit)

Depart Knoxville TN 9:08 2:53 (sort)

Arrive Roanoke VA 13:23 4:15 (transit)

12 Nike.com standard shipping tracking numbers - Memphis TN to NYC
13 google.com maps estimate - Memphis TN to New York City NY
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Depart Roanoke VA 15:00 1:37 (sort)

Arrive Harrisburg PA 20:02 5:02 (transit)

Depart Harrisburg PA 21:49 1:47 (sort)

Arrive Meadowlands NJ 24:52 3:03 (transit)

Depart Meadowland NJ 33:30 8:30 (final last-mile sort)

Arrive Customer (Manhattan 41:30 8:00 (last-mile delivery)
NYC)

Table 1: New York City zone shipping timestamps'4 (Note - order spends 5:47 in intermediary (in-
transit) sorts and 18:35 in-transit)

For traditional multi-channel retailers, digital volumes to New York City and Los Angeles

fluctuate by season and day-of-week. For example, retailers like Nike and J-Crew would expect

to see spikes in demand during back-to-school season and over the holiday season. For retail

shipments (replenishment orders by retail stores), package volumes follow a similar (but less-

variable) demand profile. This is because the number of units per retail package can vary

greatly, which enables the total number of packages can remain relatively constant (package size

changes significantly while the number of packages is relatively constant). The average digital

package shipped by multi-channel retailers has less than 2 product units, whereas the average

retail package is much larger, often containing 20+ product units. Additionally, many multi-

channel retailers do not schedule retail shipments, and instead ship packages to stores when store

inventory levels drop below a certain threshold. As such, there could be long stretches where no

retail orders are placed, followed by short bursts of extremely high demand.

Additionally, the cost to ship a digital package can be broken out into two major components -

transit and last-mile delivery. Transit costs are costs associated with transporting a package from

14 Timestamps based on actual shipment from Nike.com with UPS as the carrier
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its origin to a last-mile delivery center (typically just outside of the final destination city). Last-

mile delivery costs are costs associated with transporting a package from the last-mile delivery

hub to the customer's doorstep. Because of the highly specialized and robust last-mile networks

that carriers must operate to be able to get packages to end consumers, last-mile costs typically

comprise a significant proportion of the overall cost to ship a package. This is especially true of

ground shipped packages from the middle of the United States to NYC, where the last mile costs

comprise almost 95% of total shipping costs1 5 . Packages bound for LA are more expensive to

transport because they are partially shipped by air. Last mile costs comprise only 60-65% of

overall carrier shipping costs to west coast cities, and these packages are typically 20-30% more

expensive to ship than ground packages to NYC'6 .

Retail shipping cost structures are often quite different from digital cost structures because retail

carriers are typically able to get retail packages to stores much more efficiently than digital

carriers are able to get digital packages to end consumers. This is because many multi-channel

retailers have only a few retail stores in a given city, so retail carriers only have a few last mile

options (as opposed to hundreds of thousands of last-mile options for digital carriers). Because

of this, retail packages are cheaper to ship than digital packages (when normalized for number of

units per package). Also, last-mile retail costs only comprise <10% of total retail shipping

costs17 , so the bulk of the cost to ship a retail package can be attributed to transit and not last

mile.

" UPS 3-Day Select Ground Zone Shipping Estimate - Zone 4 vs. Zone 1 (Memphis TN to New York City)
16 UPS 3-Day Air Estimate - Zone 6 vs. Zone I (Memphis TN to Los Angeles)
17 Expeditors Shipping Quote - Memphis to Chicago for 4-Store Network
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Figure 5: Digital and retail transportation processes for multi-channel retailers - current state (Note -
UPS processes are pictured but other carriers operate similarly)

Finally, most multi-channel retailers are incapable of sorting packages by zip code in their

central distribution centers. Because of this, both retail and digital packages are often loaded

onto the same trucks and driven to carrier-owned sortation facilities where they are sorted by

geographic region. As such, a retail package intended for Denver may leave the DC on the same

truck as a digital package intended for New York. Only at the carrier sort facility are the

packages subdivided by channel and geographic location.

4.1.2 Zone Skipping Transportation and Traditional Multi-Channel Retailers

Zone skipping aims to reduce the time needed for multi-channel retailers to ship packages and

mitigate the negative effects of transit variabilities for packages bound for key market cities.

Zone skipping (in the context of multi-channel retailers with centralized fulfilment networks)

pools digital and retail shipments that are intended for NYC or LA and 'direct ships' these

packages on retailer-owned trucks or on third party carrier networks. Retail and digital packages

bound for these two cities are sorted according to their final destination zip codes in the retailer's

distribution centers. They are then loaded on to geographically-dedicated 53-foot trucks. These
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packages are then driven directly to the final destination by a team of drivers, such that trucks

can be operated constantly from departure at the central distribution center to arrival in New

York City or Los Angeles. Packages are then dropped off at last mile retail and digital hubs in

NYC or LA, where they are sorted and sent out for final delivery by traditional shipping carriers.

Transit trucks must make several stops outside of the final destination cities to drop packages off.

Stops include one or more last-mile retail carriers and one or more last-mile digital carriers.

Once the packages are dropped off at last mile hubs, carriers assume responsibility to get

packages to end consumers, much like what currently happens.

NYC UPS Ground FinW

Figure 6: Zone skipping transportation processes for multi-channel retailers (Note- hypothetical UPS

processes are pictured but other carriers operate similarly)

There are several questions that the project aims to answer regarding the zone skipping model

and the operational setup of this model:

1. What are the benefits of zone skipping? - Zone skipping eliminates carrier sorts and

associated transit variabilities for both retail and digital shipments by directly

transporting packages from central distribution centers to final last mile hubs.
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Traditionally, delivery performance is a delicate optimization of three competing

parameters - speed, reliability, and cost. In this traditional framework, improving one

parameter typically requires tradeoffs in one or more of the other parameters. For

example, if improvements in delivery speed are desired, shippers have the option to pay

more for faster service (i.e. upgrading a standard ground shipment to a next-day air

shipment). In this example, speed improves, but costs also increase. Zone skipping is a

rare 'arbitrage opportunity' whereby speed, reliability, and cost all improve. This

assumes retailers have sufficient volume to fill zone skipping trucks. A detailed

discussion of the speed, reliability, and cost benefits of zone skipping follows in section

5.

Traditional Franmwork Zone Skkm 0wort

Balance * Reliability ; Speed; jCost
RellabilIty Cost + (tSustainability)

Trade + *Complexity)

- $ Speed; *Cost

- * Reliability ;jSpeed; *Cost

Figure 7: Delivery framework and zone skipping arbitrage opportunity (Note -zone skipping
opportunities can only be realized if shipment volumes are sufficiently high to fill zone skipping trucks)

2. Zone Skipping - Digital Packages and Retail Packages? - In order to operationalize a

zone skipping model, a routine daily cadence of truck departures is desired. For many

multi-channel retailers, daily digital volumes to key cities may fall well below a full

truckload. Additionally, daily retail shipment volumes alone may also be insufficient to

fill a full truck. However, when both retail and digital shipments are considered, volumes
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to key cities may be high enough to predictably and consistently fill at least one 53' truck

per day. As such, pooling digital and retail shipments is a key enabler of zone skipping.

3. Zone Skipping - Wholesale Packages? - For multi-channel retailers with a wholesale

business, wholesale packages bound for key cities may also be included in the zone

skipping transportation model, assuming multi-channel retailers treat shipments of

wholesale packages similarly to their own internal retail packages. Assuming this to be

true, pooling wholesale, digital, and retail packages may increase the likelihood of

predictably and sufficiently filling trucks to key cities every day. However, some multi-

channel retailers treat the shipment of wholesale packages very differently from the

shipment of their own retail packages, requiring wholesale partners to pick up packages

at their central distribution centers (effectively driving a wholesaler-owned transportation

model). For multi-channel retailers who operate under this wholesale transportation

model, including wholesale packages in the zone skipping transportation model would

represent a multiple-step-function process change. If multi-channel retailers desire quick

adoption of the zone skipping transportation model, inclusion of wholesale packages

would not be desired, as the process of inclusion would take significant time due to the

multi-step-function change requires. This is because multi-channel retailers would need

to figure out how to push inventory on to wholesalers and would also need to determine a

new economic model for billing wholesalers for transportation services. Additionally,

including wholesale transportation in the zone skipping model would add additional pick-

up and drop-off points for trucks, adding to the transit time and reducing the speed

benefits enabled by the model.
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4. Why New York City and Los Angeles? - First, New York and Los Angeles are the

largest population centers in the Unites States and are therefore the cities with the highest

likelihood of having sufficient demand to satisfy one or more dedicated zone skipping

trucks per day. Additionally, consumer expectations in these cities are generally higher

than in the rest of the United States, requiring multi-channel retailers to respond with

faster and more reliable delivery in these cities.

4.2 Introduction Multinodal Distribution and Ship from Store

This section pertains to multimodal distribution and ship-from-store fulfillment. Multinodal

distribution disaggregates fulfillment of product for digital orders and locates fulfillment engines

closer to consumers as a means of reducing shipping time, increasing distribution capacity, and

reducing shipping costs. For the purposes of this project, only digital orders are considered for

the ship-from-store solution. A US-centric hypothetical distribution model for multi-channel

retailers that employs different layers of distribution is depicted below:

1. Hub DC (HDC) - Centralized DCs that stock 100% of SKUs and are capable of

fulfilling any order in the US. The target service level for Hub DCs depends on shipping

service and can vary from next-day delivery to 5-day delivery.

2. Regional DC (RDC) Coastal nodes that stock significant quantities of the highest

volume SKUs and fulfill only those SKUs on a regional basis. These nodes carry an

assortment that is sufficient to fulfill a majority (-60%) of all regional orders. The target

service level for RDCs is next-day to 3-day delivery.

3. Retail Stores - Multi-channel retailer brick and mortar stores in major cities that stock

traditional store SKUs and only fulfill digital orders from existing store inventory.

Depending on the size of the store, these nodes may aim to fulfill as little as 1-5% of all
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city orders or as much as 20% of all city orders. The target service level for stores is

same-day to next-day delivery.

For the purposes of this project, only stores will be investigated further.

Smallest Nodes (Ev Fse ervicer eve) (

Top 1-5%
2-10% of City Demand

Same-Day/Next-Day
N/A

VeryFast

Optimized for Volume and Demand Optimized for Moderate Volumes, Fast Optimized for Order Processing Time
Fluctuations - NOT for Speed Fulfilment, and Cheap Shipping and Outbound Transportatfon Time

Smallest Nodes = Fastest Service Levels=
Fastest Order Processing Times

Volume

Speed

Figure 8: Layered distribution strategy - node sizes, capacities, fulfillment times, and service levels

4.2.1 Centralized Fulfillment Operational Model - Variable Fulfillment Times and Order

Routing

Many multi-channel retailers currently fulfill all orders (irrespective of channel) through a single

centralized distribution center (or a network of co-located distribution centers). For retailers that

employ a network of co-located DCs, a Data Order Management System (DOMS) searches for

(and locates) a DC that has that item in stock. If the order is digital (i.e. speed critical) and

multiple DCs have the item in stock, DOMS will route the order to the first DC that it finds that

has the item in stock (if the DCs are not centrally located, DOMS will route the order to the DC

that is closest to the customer). Most multi-channel retailers do not employ 'smart' DOMS

systems that have visibility into the projected fulfillment time of the order. For example, if
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inventory is available for a particular order at three different DCs, the DOMS system will route

the order to the first DC it finds (often randomized), even if the other two DCs have significantly

shorter order queues (i.e. shorter projected fulfillment times). Additionally, before DOMS

assigns a fulfillment location, the consumer is given an estimated delivery date (EDD) that varies

based on the consumer's location relative to the geographic location of the central distribution

center, the desired service level (two-day shipping, standard ground shipping, etc), and weekend

inactivity.

The fulfillment time is highly dependent on demand and order arrival variability. As such,

fulfillment times can be as low as a few hours for periods of low demand and low order arrival

variability, or more than 40+ hours for periods of high demand and high order arrival variability.

Reliability (on-time delivery) issues arise when the customer is assigned an EDD that neglects to

account for abnormally long order queues at the location of fulfillment.

Once orders are fulfilled and sent out for shipping and delivery, the risk of downstream issues

that could cause reliability failures decreases significantly. This is because outbound shipping

processes are relatively reliable and can accommodate massive swings in variability with only

minor impacts to promised service level. At steady-state (constant, low volume, predictable

order arrivals), most DCs also operate efficiently and the overall system in in control. When

order arrivals become more variable and unpredictable, the fulfillment processes break down and

fulfillment times skyrocket. This is because DCs must plan staffing levels well in advance and

can only add a limited number of people on short notice. This is especially true for orders where

inventory can only be found at a single DC.
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In periods of high variability, high demand, or unpredictable demand, long fulfillment times

force multi-channel retailers to pay more to escalate shipping service (i.e. air ship an order when

ground shipping would typical be sufficient) to meet EDD. In some cases, long fulfillment times

result in late deliveries, even when shipping service is escalated. This negatively impacts two

critical delivery metrics - delivery and cost.

In addition, growing competition in the ecommerce space is currently driving many retailers to

offer faster and cheaper delivery options (often at no cost to consumers) to maintain and grow

digital market share. Offering these options while also employing a centralized fulfilment

network requires very high (and very expensive) delivery service levels for orders that need to be

sent far from the centralized distribution hub. For nationwide retailers that operate centralized

DCs in the middle of the US, shipping rates are highest on the east and west coasts, where the

majority people live and where the majority of orders are likely placed. The combination of

fulfillment processing variability (and its negative effect of order processing times), significant

physical distance from major coastal cities to central DCs, and significant costs associated with

expedited shipping render reliable next-day and same-day delivery impractical for many

retailers. As such, these retailers have started to lose customers who demand the fastest service

levels (same-day and next-day shipping). This trend is only expected to continue, as next-day

and same-day delivery options become more routine in ecommerce. Additionally, this trend is

magnified in major cities, where services such as Amazon Prime Now (which offers same-day

shipping on a myriad of Amazon's most popular SKUs) are becoming commonplace.
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4.2.2 Introduction to Multinodal Fulfillment and Store Nodes

The ship-from-store portion of the project aims to resolve the two principle drivers of slow and

costly delivery - long order fulfillment times and significant shipping distance. Ship-from-store

reduces transit times and internal DC processing times by adding smaller distribution nodes in

key cities and other areas of highly concentrated demand. Unrelated to this project, many

nationwide e-retailers are starting to employ large regional distribution nodes, but these nodes

are focused primarily on improving standard shipping time and reliability through reduction of

transportation time, not through reduction in fulfillment time. As such, there are three major

goals associated with smaller (store) fulfillment nodes:

1. Reduce delivery time by reducing transportation time from the point of distribution to

end customer.

2. Reduce delivery time and improve delivery reliability by reducing fulfillment time and

fulfillment process variability.

3. Reduce delivery costs by converting expedited air shipped orders to ground shipped

orders (enabled by the closer proximity of distribution nodes to end consumers).

Since many multi-channel retailers are introducing ship-from-store as a means of fulfilling the

most speed-critical orders, reducing fulfillment processing times and processing time variability

is essential. The principle question that this portion of the project aims to resolve is how to best

demonstrate and validate the benefits of a ship-from-store fulfillment model. Given the

significant number of case-specific variables associated with ship-from-store (i.e. store size,

inventory capacity, staffing profile, fulfillment processes, transportation capacity, labor

productivity, etc), a simulation model to test and optimize various ship-from-store fulfillment
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processes is needed to thoroughly assess the operational implications of ship-from-store

fulfillment.

Additionally, simulation models will also enable multi-channel retailers to easily scale and tailor

the simulation for their case-specific needs. A more detailed discussion of the model that was

developed for this project can be found in section 5.2. This model, combined with actual tests of

fulfillment processes in the back rooms of retail store, will provide multi-channel retailers crucial

data on how to achieve fast and repeatable fulfillment times. Reducing fulfillment times is

essential in unlocking reliable next-day and same-day shipping for multi-channel retailers.

The simulation model should be able to provide multi-channel retailers with an idea of how to

staff stores to match projected demand levels, simulate fulfillment from multiple stores to

determine the best candidate for ship-from-store implementation, and vary assortment offerings

to determine which items should be made available for store fulfillment online.

5 Model Walkthrough

This section will provide an overview of the modeling logic and simulation model architectures

that were developed to support the overall business case assessments and project

recommendations. This section will explain why certain decisions were made and the factors

that were considered when developing business case assessments and tailorable simulation

models.

5.1 Business Case Model for Zone Skipping

This section will investigate the model frameworks that were developed to quantify the business

case for zone skipping. In particular, three metrics will be discussed in detail - speed, reliably,
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and cost. To understand these benefits, certain tools and processes were employed, which will

also be discussed in detail in this section.

5.1.1 Delivery Speed

This section details a specific hypothetical framework that can be employed by retailers to assess

the speed benefits of zone skipping transportation. Specific data inputs are detailed in this section

and are estimates of what actual parameters could look like for a zone skipping transportation

model. Estimates are developed by attempting to mimick a hypothetical nation-wide high-

volume multi-channel retailer operating a central distribution center in the middle of the United

States.

Current-State Speed

To understand how the end-to-end delivery speed improves from traditional carrier-owned zone

shipping to zone skipping, delivery speeds for carrier-owned transportation models need to first

be quantified. To do this, analytics can be employed. Most retailers retain historical order

databases that contain many specific fields such as package contents, order-received timestamps,

order-shipped timestamps, order-delivered timestamps, shipping costs, shipping origin, shipping

addresses, final destination zip codes, product costs, package weights, package volumetric

dimensions, and many others.

Companies with historical order databases can leverage their databases to filter for packages that

were delivered (in a previous year) to a catchment area of zip codes that defines a geographic

boundary of a city (for this project, Los Angeles and New York City are only considered since

these cities are the most likely to have significant demand to fill zone skipping trucks). Once

filtered by geography, each package can be assigned an end-to-end delivery time by subtracting
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the 'order-delivered' timestamp (defined as the time when the customer signs to receive the

package) from the 'order-placed' timestamp (defined as the time when the customer clicks 'Buy'

on a digital website). Next, a simple average of all delivery times can be calculated for each city.

However, because these timestamps do not account for weekend inactivity in most cases (most

carriers such as UPS and FedEx cease operations on weekends, but historical databases log a

weekend-agnostic 'running time'), the average delivery time for each city needs to be normalized

to account for 'normalized business day delivery times,' since this is the shipping metric most

commonly reported to consumers.

To ascertain the average normalized time, the total idle package time (a cumulative sum of the

total number of hours all packages sat idle during weekends over the previous year in question)

can be calculated. This measure can be subtracted from the cumulative sum of all delivery times.

The resulting time can then be divided by the total number of packages shipped throughout the

previous year to arrive at the normalized delivery time. The normalized delivery time is

therefore assumed to be the current-state delivery time for each city. This process can be

employed for both digital and retail orders.

For the purposes of this project, current-state package speeds need to be estimated for a

hypothetical scenario in which a centralized DC fulfills both retails and digital packages to Los

Angeles and New York City. These speeds are needed in order to explain the remainder of the

zone skipping speed business case model. As such, the current-state digital speed for packages

shipped to LA is assumed to be 4.5 days 8 . The current-state digital speed for packages shipped

1 UPS 3-Day Air Estimate - Zone 6 (Memphis TN to Los Angeles) plus 28 hours of fulfillment time
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to New York City is assumed to be 4.0 days19 . The current-state retail speed for retail packages

shipped to LA is assumed to be 7.0 days2 0 . The current-state retail speed for retail packages

shipped to NYC is assumed to be 6.0 days2 1 .

Zone Skipping Speed

To ascertain the delivery time under the zone skipping model, an end-to-end chronological

timeline needs to be developed. The elements of this hypothetical timeline are as follows:

1. DC processing time - the time to process an order from when the customer clicks 'Buy'

to when the package is ready for delivery (this includes the time orders spend waiting in

DCs to be picked up)

2. Transit to final city time - the time to transport a package from package pickup in the DC

to package drop off at the last mile hub in the delivery city

3. Final sort time - the time to sort packages and load on to final delivery trucks

4. Last mile delivery time - the time to deliver from last mile truck departure to customer

receipt

Summing each of these elements together results in the delivery time for zone skipping. To

ascertain this total delivery time, it is necessary to work backwards, as hard constraints on last

mile segments impact upstream processes. Typically, final delivery of a package is

accomplished by 4:00 PM local time. Last-mile trucks typically go out for this final delivery at

6:00 AM local time, so the last mile delivery time takes an average of 10 hours. In order to

19 UPS 3-Day Select Ground Zone Shipping Estimate - Zone 4 (Memphis TN to New York City) plus 28 hours of
fulfillment time
20 Expeditors Shipping Quote - Memphis to LA for 4-Store Network (plus 28 hours of fulfillment time)
2 Expeditors Shipping Quote - Memphis to NYC for 4-Store Network (plus 28 hours of fulfillment time)
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ensure 99% of last mile packages are delivered on time, packages must arrive at the last-mile sort

facility to be sorted by 2:00 PM the day before delivery. As such, final sort time is calculated to

be 16 hours. Transit time is calculated assuming a standard 45 MPH baseline driving speed.

This driving speed is conservative and accounts for average loading/unloading time, traffic, and

stops. As such, the transit time is calculated by dividing the total number of miles from the

central DC to the final destination city by 45 MPH. Finally, an analytics study can be performed

to ascertain the DC processing time. Leveraging historical order databases, the timestamp 'ready

to ship' can be subtracted from the timestamp 'order-placed' for each package, and the ensuing

average can be calculated. All of these calculations can be performed for retail and digital orders

(assuming a historical order database for retail orders exists).
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Figure 9: Estimated order timeline to determine zone skipping speed improvements. Note - This

timeline is based on estimated order processing times of 28 hours and is case-specific to orders traveling

from a central distribution center in Tennessee to New York City (top) and from a central distribution
center in Tennessee to Los Angeles (bottom)

Figure 9 shows order timelines for orders to NYC and LA. Based on these timelines, trucks

bound for NYC depart central DCs at 2 PM ET daily and trucks bound for LA depart central

DCs at 10 PM PT daily. Traveling at 45 MPH, trucks take 24 hours to reach NYC and 40 hours

to reach LA. From there, it takes 16 hours for packages to be sorted and readied for final
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delivery in both NYC and LA. Finally, it takes an average of 10 hours for packages to be

delivered to customers in both NYC and LA.

The timelines for both NYC and LA assume that it takes 28 hours to process an order, so any

order that is placed more than 28 hours (but less than 52 hours (28 hours + 24 hours)) before a

specified truck departure is assumed to go out on that specified truck. For example, if an order is

placed in NYC on Monday at 2:00 PM ET, it will be ready to leave the DC on Tuesday at 6:00

PM ET (28 hours to process). Since NYC trucks depart at 2:00 PM ET each day, the order must

wait until Wednesday at 2:00 PM ET to depart the DC. The order will then take 24 hours to

travel to NYC, so it will arrive at the last mile sort facility on Thursday at 2:00 PM ET. Next, it

takes 16 hours to ready that order for final delivery, so the order will be loaded on to a delivery

truck by 6:00 AM ET Friday. Finally, it takes an average of 10 hours to deliver the order to the

customer, so the order will arrive at the customer's doorstep by 4:00 PM ET on Friday.

Based on this timeline, the order is placed on Monday and arrives on Friday so it takes 4 days to

deliver (assuming the day the order is placed does not count). Conversely, if the same order is

placed just 6 hours earlier at 8:00 AM on Monday, it will be ready in time to depart the DC on

the Tuesday truck and will therefore be delivered to the end customer on Thursday. In this case,

the order only takes 3 days to deliver.

Under the zone skipping model, orders to NYC must be placed by 10 AM ET in order to make

the next-day truck departure. Likewise, orders to LA must be placed by 6:00 PM PT in order to

make the next-day truck departure. As such, any order placed in NYC between 12:00 AM ET

and 10:00 AM ET is assumed to deliver in 3 days. Any order placed in NYC between 10:00 AM

ET and 11:59 PM ET is assumed to deliver in 4 days. Likewise, any order placed in LA between
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12:00 AM PT and 6:00 AM PT is assumed to deliver in 4 days. Any order placed in LA between

6:00 PT PT and 11:59 PM PT is assumed to deliver in 5 days. Based on this logic, the zone

skipping transportation speeds to NYC and LA are assumed to be an average of all the 3-day and

4-day deliveries to NYC and an average of all the 4-day and 5-day deliveries to LA. The actual

averages are quantified in section 6.1.

5.1.2 Delivery Reliability (EDD)

To understand how delivery reliability changes from traditional carrier-owned zone shipping to

zone skipping, an understanding of a retailer's root causes of late orders must first be developed.

It is important to note that (for the purposes of this project) only digital orders are considered.

This is because digital orders are more sensitive to the negative effects of reliability since retail

orders have an inventory buffer at the point-of sale that protects against the negative effects of

late retail shipments. For the root cause analysis, the life of an order can be divided into three

buckets:

1. Processing - the up-front tech processes that occur from the time the customer clicks

'Buy' to the time the order is dropped in the DC for fulfillment. This includes fraud

check, inventory routing (a search of all DCs to determine where the item is in stock and

most easily fulfilled), and re-optimization (if a DC cannot fulfill a dropped order because

it is out of stock, the tech system re-routes that order).

2. Fulfilling - the internal DC processes to fulfill an order from the time that order is

dropped in the DC to the time it is ready for pick up by the carrier. This includes picking,

packing, and staging for pickup.
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3. Shipping - the process of shipping an order from the time it is picked up at the DC to the

time it arrives at a customer's front door. This includes the initial zip code sort in

Memphis, transit and associated transit sorts, and last mile delivery.

A reliability model can be developed based on timestamps and timestamp cutoff logic. A retailer

can leverage their historical order databases to develop an analysis that can flag all late orders.

The bucket times for each late order can then be compared against the average bucket times for

on-time orders. Each late order can then be assigned one of the buckets as a root cause based on

the bucket that has the most significant time departure from 'normal bucket time.'

This analysis can be used to define a retailer's current-state EDD performance (on-time

percentage) of orders to New York City and Los Angeles.

Figure 10: Hypothetical estimates of root causes of late orders to Los Angeles and New York City - this
data can be used to determine reliability benefits associated with zone skipping
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Retailers can perform root causes analyses for New York City and Los Angeles by leveraging

historical order databases and geographic (zip code) filters. From there, retailers can employ the

cutoff logic described above to determine late orders and their corresponding timestamp bucket

violations (processing, fulfilling, or shipping). For the purposes of this project, actual

magnitudes of root causes for each bucket (processing, fulfilling, and shipping) need to be

estimated in order to explain the rest of the reliability business case model. As such, the

magnitudes of root causes of late orders for each bucket (i.e. processing, fulfilling, and shipping)

are estimated based on knowledge of e-retailer processes and challenges. For New York City,

issues and anomalies in processing (fraud check, order routing, etc) are assumed to account for

15% of all late orders, issues and anomalies in the fulfilling process (long order fulfillment times,

long order queues, etc) are assumed to account for 65% of all late orders, and issues and

anomalies in the shipping process (missed trucks, over-capacity sorts, weather delays, etc) are

assumed to account for 20% of all late orders. For Los Angeles, processing is assumed to

account for 20% of all late orders, fulfilling is assumed to account for 55%, and shipping is

assumed to account for 25%.

Since processing and fulfilling fundamentally remain the same regardless of the method of

transportation (i.e. zone skipping or traditional zone shipping), the reliability analysis assumes

that only the shipping bucket contributes to reliability improvements for zone skipping. To

determine how much the shipping bucket improves with zone skipping, the speed analysis must

be re-visited. The speed analysis assumes that packages arrive at final last-mile sort facilities by

2:00 PM the day before final delivery. Carriers estimate that adherence to this deadline will

result in a 99% service level for last-mile delivery. Additionally, the assumption that trucks only

travel 45 MPH to the final destination is considered conservative by third party logistics (3 PL)
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carriers who may operate this new model. These carriers claim that, on average, 0.25% of all

trucks in a given year will miss the 2:00 PM final sort deadline due to weather, breakdowns,

etc . As such, the aggregate shipping reliability associated with zone skipping is assumed to be

~99%. To simplify calculations, it was assumed that the root cause of late orders attributed to

carrier performance (the shipping bucket) would disappear with the zone skipping transportation

model.

To determine the effect of a 100% reliable transportation on EDD performance (the assumed

improvement enabled by zone skipping), the current EDD performances for LA and NYC can be

calculated. From there, the current-state shipping root cause is normalized to determine the

contribution of that bucket to total missed EDD. For example, if New York City's current EDD

performance is 85% (hypothetical), and NYC's shipping bucket currently accounts for 25% of

late orders, then EDD performance would improve by 25% (shipping root cause) x 15%

(percentage of all orders that are late) = 3.75% with the zone skipping model. Given these

assumptions, NYC's new EDD performance with zone skipping would improve to 88.75%. The

actual reliability benefits are quantified in section 6.1.

5.1.3 Delivery Cost

Current-State Costs

To understand how shipping costs change from traditional carrier-owned zone shipping zone

skipping, shipping costs for the carrier-owned transportation model must first be quantified. To

ascertain these numbers, retailers can again leverage their historical order databases. The first

2 UPS Estimate - Based on Phone Interview with UPS regarding the 45 MPH Assumption and Its Associated
Reliability for Trucks Traveling from the Central US to Both LA and NYC
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step is to again filter orders according to their destination zip code and bucket based on two zip

code catchment areas - New York City and Los Angeles. Since zone skipping aims to assess

only standard shipped orders, filters can be employed to capture only these shipping methods.

Finally, the average shipping costs can be quantified for New York City and Los Angeles by

summing the total costs to ship all packages to these cities and dividing that result by the total

number of packages destined for each city. This process can be employed for both digital and

retail orders, assuming retailers also retain historical order databases for retail orders.

For the purposes of this project, fulfillment costs do not change whether traditional zone

shipping or zone skipping is employed. As such, fulfillment costs are not considered in the

business case model. Additionally, current-state package costs need to be estimated for a

hypothetical scenario in which a centralized DC fulfills both retail and digital packages to Los

Angeles and New York City. These costs are needed in order to explain the remainder of the

zone skipping speed business case model. As such, the current-state cost to ship the average

digital package (assumed to be 2 units) to LA is assumed to be $7.4123. The current-state cost to

ship the average digital package (assumed to be 2 units) to NYC is assumed to be $5.8924. The

current-state cost to ship the average retail package (assumed to be 20 units) to LA is assumed to

be $11.4325. The current-state cost to ship the average retail package (assumed to be 20 units) to

NYC is assumed to be $6.5026.

23 UPS 3-Day Air Estimate - Zone 6 (Memphis TN to Los Angeles) for 3.0 lb parcel (high-volume rate)
2 UPS 3-Day Ground Select Estimate - Zone 4 (Memphis TN to New York City) for 3.0 lb parcel (high-volume
rate)
25 Expeditors Shipping Quote - Memphis to LA (4-Store Network) for 20 lbs parcel (high-volume rate)
26 Expeditors Shipping Quote - Memphis to NYC (4-Store Network) for 20 lbs parcel (high-volume rate)
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Zone Skipping Costs

To ascertain the costs associated with zone skipping model, a number of cost drivers are

identified and quantified. First, truck operational costs can be determined by soliciting quotes

from carriers who would ultimately operate the zone skipping model. Quotes can be generated

on the basis of dollars per mile and are desired for team driving scenarios only (2 drivers per

truck to attain 24 hour driving capability). Additionally, quotes should only be solicited for uni-

directional service (continuous loop return service can also be investigated for Los Angeles to

transport inbound product from popular west coast ports to central distribution centers in the

middle of the US). The cost per mile to New York City will likely be nearly double the cost to

Los Angeles. This is because Los Angeles offers many more business opportunities for carriers

looking to fill empty trucks than New York City (due to the fact that many goods from Asia

arrive in Los Angeles ports and need ground transportation to be disseminated on land).

Next, the yearly zone skipping digital and retail quantities can be determined for New York City

and Los Angeles. To determine the capacity of a zone skipping truck, the internal volume of a

typical 53' trailer is first considered. Next, the average digital and retail package spatial volumes

can be calculated by leveraging analytics tools and historical databases (assuming these

databases contain package dimensions and weights). From there, assumptions can be made

regarding the useful internal volume of a typical 53' truck. Because not all packages are the

same size, and because retail shipments are often palletized (since retail shipments contain

upwards of hundreds or thousands of units), it can be assumed that only 2/3 of the total spatial

volume of a 53' truck can be utilized. As such, the truck capacity is assumed to be limited by

spatial volume and not weight.
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Figure 11: 53' Truck dimensions and usable space calculation 27

Understanding that daily retail and digital volumes to each city vary greatly, the next step is to

leverage historical databases to calculate the number of packages destined for each city each day.

To ascertain the projected number of shipments in future years, growth projections can be

applied to the historical daily shipping volumes described above. For the purposes of this

project, daily shipping quantities are needed in order to describe other elements of the cost

model. In reality, these daily volumes can be ascertained by leveraging the historical databases

described above. For this project, a random sample of daily demand for both LA and NYC for

and for both retail and digital orders is generated. This corresponds to a total of 1,550,000

orders for NYC of which 1,007,000 (65%) are digital orders and 543,000 (35%) are retail orders.

For LA, the total number of orders is 1,050,000 orders, split between 682,000 (65%) for digital

and 368,000 (35%) for retail. These daily orders are intended to replicate actual seasonal order

patterns and day-by day variations as detailed below. The demand profile that is used for all

subsequent evaluations is visualized in Figure 12.

" Probability of a retail order = 35%

" Probability of a digital order = 65%
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" NYC Digital:

o June-July = Average demand of 14,000 packages/wk (stdev = 7,000 units)

o August = Average demand of 24,500 packages/wk (stdev = 8,750 units) - back to school

o September-November = Average demand of 21,000 packages/wk (stdev = 8,750 units)

o December = Average demand of 43,000 packages/wk (stdev = 14,000 units) - holiday

o January-June = Average demand of 21,000 packages/wk (stdev = 8,750 units)

" NYC Retail:

o June-May = Average demand of 10,500 packages/wk (stdev = 3,500 units) - constant

* LA Digital:

o June-July = Average demand of 8,750 packages/wk (stdev = 5,250 units)

o August = Average demand of 15,300 packages/wk (stdev = 7,000 units) - back to school

o September-November = Average demand of 13,100 packages/wk (stdev = 7,000 units)

o December = Average demand of 26,250 packages/wk (stdev = 12,250 units) - holiday

o January-June = Baseline demand of 15,300 packages/wk (stdev = 7,000 units)

" LA Retail:

o June-May = Baseline demand of 7,000 packages/wk (stdev = 1,750 units) - constant

* Day-of-week variability for digital orders:

o Sunday = 12% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

o Monday = 16% of weekly demand (stdev = 3%)

o Tuesday = 11% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

o Wednesday = 9% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

o Thursday = 13% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

o Friday = 14% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

o Saturday = 25% of weekly demand (stdev = 4%)

* Day-of-week variability for retail orders:
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Sunday = 14% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Monday = 15% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Tuesday = 13% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Wednesday = 13% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Thursday = 13% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Friday = 15% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

Saturday = 17% of weekly demand (stdev = 3%)

Figure 12: Simulated demand profile for digital and retail units for Los Angeles and New York City

(demand profile assumes a multi-channel retailer that follows traditional retail demand fluctuations (i.e.

holiday and back-to-school seasons)
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After ascertaining the digital and retail quantities destined for NYC and LA, the spatial volumes

for digital and retail packages are needed. Retailers can quantify these spatial volumes by again

leveraging their historical order databases (averaging the spatial volumes of all digital and all

retail packages). For the purposes of this project, digital and retail package spatial volumes are

needed in order to describe other elements of the cost model. In reality, these volumes can be

ascertained by leveraging the historical databases described above. For this project, the average

spatial volume of a digital package was arbitrarily assumed to be 0.75 cubic feet (about the size

of a shoebox). The average spatial volume of a retail package was arbitrarily assumed to be 4.00

cubic feet (retail packages are assumed to be much larger than digital packages because retail

packages are assumed to hold many more units).

Next, the daily digital and retail quantities are transformed to daily digital and retail spatial

volumes. In order to determine how many trucks are needed for each city, a critical assumption

is made to prioritize digital packages over retail packages for the zone skipping model. This

assumption is made because digital shipments are consumer-facing and speed/reliability

improvements will be directly passed on to the consumer as a means of improving brand image

and consumer satisfaction. To the contrary, retail shipments do not directly impact the

consumer, since stores act as inventory buffers at the point of sale, making retail shipments less

of a priority for the zone skipping model. Combining this assumption, the daily spatial volume

calculation, and the internal spatial truck volume calculation, a model was generated calculating

the number of digital packages, retail packages, and amount of empty space for the zone

skipping model (assuming 1-3 trucks/day for NYC and LA). The simulated digital and retail

daily quantities and spatial volumes shown in figure 12 and detailed earlier in this section are
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multiplied by 0.75 cubic feet and 4.00 cubic feet respectively to ascertain the daily digital and

retail spatial volumes for NYC and LA (shown in figure 13).

Figure 13: Spatial volume demand profile for digital and retail packages for Los Angeles and New York

City (Note - the internal volume of a single truck is 2850 cubic feet and the contents of each potential
truck are specified)
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Taking into account the volumetric capacity of a 53' truck (assumed to be 2850 cubic feet), a

model determines how many trucks per day each city should employ. The model fills trucks

with digital packages first. Once all digital packages are accounted for, the model fills trucks

with retail packages. Once all retail packages are accounted for, there is nothing left to fill the

trucks and whatever space is left in the last truck is assumed to go unused. Many days, the first

truck to NYC and LA can be filled entirely with digital packages and not even cover all of the

digital demand for that day. As such, additional trucks are introduced to carry the remainder of

the digital packages and all of the retail packages. Many times, there is more than enough digital

and retail demand to completely fill a second (or third or fourth) truck.

Ideally, retailers would be able to accurately predict demand and always have the perfect number

of trucks on hand to transport all retail and digital packages, but have no extra trucks that would

go unused. In reality, developing a forecast of this detail is impossible. Since a zone skipping

model would require careful advanced planning and pre-negotiated contracts, the number of

trucks per day must be pre-determined and fixed. As such, the model calculates the average used

and unused space for an array of trucks to each city. Once the average amount of unused space

in the nth truck exceeds the level at which the zone skipping model becomes unprofitable, the

number of daily trucks to each city becomes known (and is determined to be n- 1 trucks). At a

macro-level, the model optimizes the number of trucks to each city to maximize profitability.

For NYC, the optimal number of trucks is three and for LA the optimal number of trucks is two.

After calculating the number of daily trucks to each destination, the total transit costs can be

calculated by multiplying the number of trucks by the total number of miles and the total mileage

cost rate). The last element of zone skipping costs are last-mile costs. Since the last mile
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delivery processes do not change with the zone skipping model, quotes can be requested from

current digital and retail carriers for last mile delivery costs.

Zone Skipping Cost Differences

To ascertain the yearly cost delta between zone skipping and current zone shipping, the

following equation can be employed (this equation is location-agnostic):

Cost Delta = (current zone shipping rate x #packages shipped by zone skipping) - (truck
mileage rate x #miles x 365 days/yr x #trucks/day) - (last mile retail package rate x #retail
packages shipped by zone skipping) - (last mile digital package rate x #digital packages
shipped by zone skipping)

Equation 1: Cost calculation for zone skipping business case model

This model is run for three daily trucks to NYC and two daily trucks to LA. If there is additional

demand to cover more trucks, the leftover packages are assumed to follow traditional zone

shipping (carrier) processes and the shipping costs for those packages are not factored into the

model. An investigation into last mile shipping costs for zone skipping and end-to-end costs for

traditional zone shipping reveals similar delivery costs for digital packages to NYC2 8 . The same

analysis reveals significant cost savings for digital packages to LA. This is because LA-bound

packages must be shipped by air to meet speed requirements (air transit is much more expensive

than ground transit2 9). As such, mostly-digital trucks are expected to be only profitable for Los

Angeles and unprofitable for New York City (an explanation of why this is the case can be found

in section 6.2).

To the contrary, mostly-retail trucks (where the last mile costs are found to be relatively cheap in

comparison to total current-state retail transit costs), are expected to be very profitable. Overall,

28 Zone 4 vs zone I UPS rate comparison (destination = NYC) - 3.0 lb package, UPS ground (3-day select)
29 Zone 6 vs zone I UPS rate comparison (destination = LA) - 3.0 lb package, UPS ground (3-day air)
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the cumulative cost-comparison between traditional zone shipping and zone skipping for three

daily trucks to New York City and two daily trucks to Los Angeles is found to be robustly

advantageous in favor of zone skipping. The actual cost deltas for NYC and LA are quantified in

section 6.1.

5.2 Operational Simulation Model for Ship-from-Store

This section will investigate the operational and simulation model that was developed to

determine how to best reduce fulfillment times for smaller nodes. This section is broken out into

two different parts. The first part investigates the SKU stocking strategy and stocking logic for

small distribution nodes. The second part details the operational processes and the simulation

model that was developed to determine how to best reduce fulfillment times for small

distribution nodes.

5.2.1 SKU Stocking Strategy for Ship-from-Store

This section will provide a detailed walkthrough of the logic used to develop the SKU stocking

strategy for store nodes. This section should serve as a broad template that can be altered and

tailored to match the characteristics of specific stores and specific digital catchment areas. The

logic in this section is laid out sequentially and includes three major phases:

1. Identify store fulfillment capacity.

2. Develop a backward-looking SKU stocking strategy for the prior year for the store node

in question.

3. Leverage the results of the prior-year SKU stocking strategy to develop a predictable

forward-looking SKU stocking strategy for the current-year that will closely and

predictable mirror the prior-year strategy results.
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Store Capacities

To understand the SKU stocking strategy for stores, it is important to first develop an

understanding of the theoretical digital fulfillment capacity of the store-in-question. This varies

by store. For example, multi-channel retailers that operate large retail stores (i.e. traditional 'big-

box' stores like Walmart) likely have more than ten times the capacity to fulfill digital orders

than multi-channel retailers that operate small boutique stores (i.e. JCrew, Niketown, Verizon,

etc). Elements that influence a store's digital fulfillment capacity are as follows:

1. Back room size - influences inventory levels and number of SKUs offered

2. Labor availability - influences the time required to fulfill orders and the ability to handle

variable order arrival rates

3. Replenishment lead-times - influences inventory accuracy and number of SKUs offered

4. Available pick faces - influences number of SKUs offered

Prior-Year SKU Stocking Strategy

Once the digital fulfillment capacity is determined, prior-year order history data for the desired

store and the desired digital catchment area can be leveraged to develop a SKU stocking strategy

for the prior year. This SKU stocking strategy logic favors development of a historical SKU

stocking strategy first, as retailers often retain historical order databases that reveal what actually

happened in the past, providing retailers with a nice comparative metric of how the SKU

stocking strategy would have actually translated to actual demand. In addition, because SKU

stocking strategies rely on an understanding of historical forecast accuracy, retailers can leverage

forecasts for previous years and compare them against what actually happened in the past. An

assumption is made that a retroactive SKU stocking strategy can be projected into the future and
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combined with growth rate forecasts to predict (with a high degree of certainty) what the future

demand will be.

The first step in developing the prior-year strategy is to group prior-year historical store orders

and digital orders by SKU (using a retailer's historical order database). Next, demand for each

SKU is quantified for the prior year in question. From there, SKUs that were sold in the store

but not the desired digital catchment area are filtered out. The remaining SKUs represent the

maximum number of possible SKUs that could have hypothetically been offered to the desired

digital catchment area by the store in question over the prior year. It is important to point out

that offering all of these SKUs would likely result in more orders than the store in question could

possibly process in one year. As such, an additional filter mechanism is needed.

The other piece of historical information that can be used to further refine the SKU stocking

strategy is the digital forecast. The digital forecast is typically published by forecasting teams

before the start of each fiscal year and generally contains each SKU that will be offered over the

coming year, as well as the corresponding predicted sales quantities. These forecasts are

typically generated for digital and retail SKUs. Additionally, for retailers that rely on special

promotional launch events (i.e. product launches), forecasts contain flags for launch SKUs.

Launch SKUs are generally released on a specific day and are heavily promoted by the

marketing department. As such, demand for launch SKUs is heavily concentrated on the day of

launch, with significant demand decline on subsequent days. Demand for these SKUs is

therefore highly variable.

To further refine the number of SKUs offered to desired digital catchment areas by retail stores,

SKUs in the historical forecast are first ranked according to their associated sales quantities.
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SKUs that are congruent among the desired digital catchment area, the store in question, and the

top X% of the forecast (i.e. the top 5% of the forecast represents the projected highest-selling 5%

of all SKUs offered by a retailer over the course of the full year in question) are identified and

the resulting order quantities (demand profile) for the desired digital catchment area is

determined. Through an iterative process, X can be varied until the desired number of single unit

orders in the desired digital catchment area is found.

Single unit orders are desired for a ship-from-store fulfillment model because they represent the

majority of all orders and they also do not run the risk of split shipments (multiple-unit orders

that are fulfilled from multiple distribution nodes because of product availability restrictions).

Finally, launch SKUs are filtered out, as these SKUs represent significant variability that stores

cannot satisfy in a timely manner.

Current- Year SKU Stocking Strategy

After the prior-year (retrospective) SKU stocking strategy is developed, the current-year SKU

stocking strategy can be developed. The desired digital catchment area SKU stocking strategy

for the current fiscal year is developed by heavily leveraging the prior-year SKU stocking

strategy described above. The current-year SKU stocking strategy stocks store SKUs that are

congruent with the top X% of the digital forecast (less launch SKUs). X is determined from the

interactive process used to define the prior-year SKU stocking strategy. An assumption is made

that the total current-year demand profile and magnitude will closely mirror the prior-year

demand profile and magnitude (that was found from the prior-year SKU stocking strategy) and

scale with predicted growth rates.
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Figure 14: SKU stocking strategy for ship-from-store

5.2.2 Simulation Model for Ship-from-Store

This section will provide a detailed walkthrough of the model that was developed to simulate

ship-from-store fulfillment. This model will be used to predict fulfillment (processing) times for

various-sized store nodes given reasonable demand profiles derived from the SKU stocking

strategy detailed in section 5.2.1. Additionally, certain model parameters can be manipulated to

test how adding or subtracting employees affects fulfillment times. Finally, the model can be

used to determine capacity constraints of store nodes and the number of orders that can

reasonably be fulfilled by store nodes before orders must be diverted to other nodes. This

section will detail the model inputs, rationales for those inputs, and model limitations.

The software used to build the simulation model is called Anylogic and is commercially

available. This section will not detail the underlying code used to develop the model, but will

overview the physical setup of the model and provide some graphs detailing the model outputs.

The chronology of the model generally follows the timeline of an order. This section will detail

the following steps and how they are simulated in the model:
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1. Processing (fraud check, DC allocation, remorse period, etc)

2. Fulfillment (from drop in DC to truck-waiting queue)

3. Shipping (transportation from fulfillment node to end customer)

This model is built with the intention of serving as an easily tailorable template that can be

changed to match the characteristics of specific store fulfillment scenarios. For the purposes of

this project, a hypothetical fulfillment scenario is needed in order to demonstrate the simulation

model. In reality, this scenario will be different for every multi-channel retailer. For example, a

multi-channel retailer operating a department store in Evanston Illinois may want to run a

simulation of whereby the Evanston department store fulfills digital orders placed in six Chicago

zip codes. Conversely, a specialty electronics multi-channel retailer operating a boutique in

Philadelphia may want to run a simulation whereby the Philadelphia boutique fulfills orders

placed in 10 zip codes across rural central Pennsylvania. The simulation possibilities are

limitless. For this project, a simulation scenario was arbitrarily chosen whereby a large

hypothetical department store multi-channel retailer in Reading CA fulfills digital orders placed

in 62 Los Angeles zip codes

Model Inputs

The model is designed to accept several inputs. The first input is the order arrival rate. The

order arrival rate defines the timestamps of digital orders that are placed within the digital

catchment area of zip codes. In reality, the order arrival rate should be developed by leveraging

the prior-year SKU stocking strategy for the scenario, whereby the store in question fulfills the

digital catchment area in question. Once the stocked SKUs from the prior-year SKU stocking

strategy are identified, a comprehensive historical dataset containing every digital order for the

scenario in question with associated timestamps, SKU information, and order unit quantities can
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be developed. This dataset can be used to find the timestamps of every order that was placed in

the prior year for SKUs that were stocked by the retail store and designated to fulfill digital

catchment area of demand. These timestamps should serve as the order arrival rate for the

simulation model.

For the hypothetical fulfillment scenario employed by this project, the order arrival rate for the

Reading CA department store is simulated based on the volume data in figure 15. These

distributions attempt to simulate the demand profile associated with the SKU stocking strategy

detailed in section 5.2.1 for 100,000 yearly orders. The SKU stocking strategy aims to produce a

demand profile that is perfectly uniform for every hour of every day throughout the entire year.

In reality, this is impossible to achieve, so certain assumptions are needed to simulate a more

realistic demand profile. For the hypothetical department store fulfillment scenario, a sample of

100,000 digital orders is generated that arrives over the course of a year. The arrival times to

replicate the yearly seasonality, as well as the day-of-week and hour-of-day variability, is also

generated and shown in Figure 15. The specifications for generating this order sample are given

below:

1. Maximum order fulfillment capacity (full year)= 100,000 orders

2. Seasonal variability (roughly mimics traditional retail demand cycle):

a. June-July = Average demand of 1,120 packages/wk (triangular distribution of -430,

+1,400)

b. August = Average demand of 1,750 packages/wk (triangular distribution of -560, +1,600)

- back to school

c. September-November = Average demand of 1,540 packages/wk (triangular distribution

of -420, +1,00)
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d. December = Average demand of 3,150 packages/wk (triangular distribution of -1,050,

+2,450) - holiday

e. January-June = Baseline demand of 2,100 packages/wk (triangular distribution of -630, +

1,750)

3. Day-of-week variability:

a. Sunday = 12% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

b. Monday = 16% of weekly demand (stdev = 3%)

c. Tuesday = 11% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

d. Wednesday = 9% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

e. Thursday = 13% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

f. Friday = 14% of weekly demand (stdev = 2%)

g. Saturday = 25% of weekly demand (stdev = 4%)

4. Hour-of-day variability:

a. 12:00 AM - 6:00 AM = 9% of total daily demand (stdev = 3%)

b. 7:00 AM - 8:00 AM = 15% of total daily demand (stdev = 5%)

c. 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM = 42% of total daily demand (stdev = 12%)

d. 5:00 PM - 11:00 PM = 30% of total daily demand (stdev = 9%)

e. 11:00 PM - 12:00 AM = 4% of total daily demand (stdev = 1%)
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Figure 15: Demand profile for week-of-year, day-of-week, and hour-of-day for a hypothetical
department store in Reading CA fulfilling a subset of Los Angeles demand (Note - demand profile

assumes SKU stocking strategy outlined in figure 14

The next input employed by the model is maximum daily capacity. In practice, the maximum

daily capacity varies by distribution node and is a function of several variables that are discussed

in Section 5.2.1. The model treats the maximum daily capacity like an on/off switch. For

example, if the total number of orders in the system (waiting to be processed, processing, and

waiting to be picked up) is less than the maximum daily capacity, the system accepts new orders.

If, however, the number of orders in the system reaches the maximum daily capacity, the

simulation does not accept any new orders and new orders are instead diverted to a different

distribution node. This diversion strategy can only be accomplished if the multi-channel retailer

has real-time visibility into the fulfillment processes of their distribution nodes and a technology

platform that provides customers with location-centric estimated delivery dates (i.e. different

EDDs based on the location where the order is fulfilled from). For the hypothetical department

store scenario, the maximum daily capacity is set to 500 orders. This capacity is nearly double

the average daily capacity required to fulfill 100,000 orders over the course of a year.
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Additional inputs employed by the simulation model include pick and pack times (defined as the

time it takes to pick an order off the shelf and pack it into a box). In practice, these times are

highly dependent on the size of the node (larger nodes have more SKUs and pick locations and

therefore have longer pick times), the experience level of labor assets (new employees take

longer to find items than veterans), and the size of the order (picking and packing take longer if

the order has multiple units). The pick and pack times employed by the model can be developed

by physically timing employees engaging in these process steps. A multi-channel retailer could

test pick times for store nodes by sending employees to find certain random items and instructing

the employees to bring those items back to the packing cells. The item retrieval time can be

documented and the average pick time can be found by averaging the individual pick trial times

of many employees picking many randomized items. This process should be repeated using both

seasoned employees and new employees. The standard deviation of the pick times can also be

calculated to by using the array of pick trial times developed during the test. The standard

deviation can enable the model to account for variability.

The same process for picking can be repeated to ascertain packing times. Both new and

seasoned employees should take part in the packing trials, and the average pack time and pack

time standard deviation should be calculated following the same steps used to calculate the

average pick time. The average pick time for the hypothetical department store scenario is

assumed to be 90 seconds and the variability is modeled as a triangular distribution with upper

and lower bounds of +60 seconds and -30 seconds respectively. The average pack time is

assumed to be 180 seconds and the variability is modeled as a triangular distribution with upper

and lower bounds of +120 seconds and -60 seconds respectively.
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The next input employed by the model is the labor profile. This input is structured such that the

number of workers can either be fixed or vary with demand. For example, if the model user

desires the number of workers to vary with demand, a logical constraint can be employed that

reads the order pick buffer queue and varies the staffing levels according to the size of that

buffer. For the hypothetical department store fulfillment scenario, the number of workers scales

with demand (i.e. workers can be recalled from their positions on the department store retail

floor to help pack digital boxes), the following logical constraints are employed for the staffing

profile:

Pickers:
IF(PickBuffer>300, Capacity =4)
ELSEIF(PickBuffer>150, Capacity = 3)
ELSEIF(PickBuffer>50, Capacity = 2)
ELSE(PickBuffer<50, Capacity = 1)

Equation 2: Determination of picking labor

Packers:
IF(PackBuffer>300, Capacity =8)
ELSEIF(PackBuffer> 150, Capacity = 6)
ELSEIF(PackBuffer>50, Capacity = 4)
ELSE(PackBuffer<50, Capacity = 2)

Equation 3: Determination of packing labor

It is important to note that the staffing profile can also be fixed for smaller store nodes where

labor resources are scarcer (such as boutique stores). It is extremely important to allocate labor

resources such that the holistic fulfillment process is in balance. To accomplish this, the labor

profile, combined with the picking and packing times, should enable a picking output rate equal

to the packing rate. Doing this ensures maximum resource utilization for both process steps and

minimizes order idle queue time, which is essential in minimizing overall order processing time.
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Figure 16: Fulfillment process steps, times, capacities, and variabilities for the hypothetical department
store fulfillment scenario

Varying the number of labor resources to match demand may be tricky in practice, as resources

are not infinitely scalable. In practice (and during periods of high demand), resources in store

nodes could be called off the store floor and devoted to fulfillment of digital orders (until the

digital order queues deplete to the point when the resources could be scaled back). Additionally,

the simulation model can also be leveraged as a predictive staffing tool. Simulating and tracking

the ideal labor profile while simultaneously running the simulation using historical order arrival

rates can identify. subtle case-specific demand trends. The result is a predictive staffing tool that

can better identify when and where additional resources may be needed.

Inputs pertaining to operational hours and operational days of week are also considered. For the

hypothetical department store scenario, the model assumes a 2-shift operation - with the first

shift beginning at 6:00 AM and lasting until 3:00 PM and the second shift beginning at 3:00 PM

and lasting until 12:00 AM. Workers are given two 15-minute breaks and one 30-minute break

for lunch or dinner during their shift. During these break times, the model shuts off labor
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resources, even if a particular resource is in the middle of completing a task. At the same time,

orders can continue to accumulate during idle employee times.

Additionally, the model can specify regularly-occurring days off and holidays. For the

hypothetical department store scenario, the model assumes that Fridays are idle. This is because

traditional last-mile carriers typically do not operate on Sundays, and any orders processed on

Fridays would be ready for last mile delivery in LA on Sundays (and would only go out for

delivery on Mondays). As such, orders accumulate in the system on Fridays and workers

process a significantly higher volume of orders on Satudays than other days of the week. It

therefore follows that the number of deliveries on Mondays is also significantly higher than any

other day of the week.

Finally, transportation inputs are also considered. The model is capable of specifying custom

pickup times, multiple daily pickup times, one daily pickup time, or a combination of custom and

scheduled pickup times. For the hypothetical department store scenario, the model specifies a

10:30 PM daily pickup time (except for Fridays when the store node does not operate). At 10:30

PM in the simulation model, orders depart the fulfillment node and travel to last-mile delivery

hubs. Additionally, travel times and travel variabilities can also be considered. To accomplish

this, the Anylogic modeling software employs a map-and-transit feature that allows users to

specify a pickup and drop off location. The software then automatically generates a random

travel time based on light traffic, typical traffic, and heavy traffic conditions. Users can add

additional time to transit for breaks, stops, loading, and unloading. For the hypothetical

department store scenario, the light traffic condition from Reading CA to Los Angeles is

calculated by Anylogic to be 11.4 hours, the medium is calculated be 12.2 hours, and the heavy

is calculated to be 13.9 hours. Additionally, two fuel and rest stops are assumed - each estimated
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to take 30 minutes. Finally, loading and unloading are also assumed to take 30 minutes each. As

such, the median (medium traffic) transit time from Reading CA to Los Angeles is assumed to be

14.2 hours. Given this transit time, orders that depart Reading at 10:30 PM should arrive in Los

Angeles around 1:00 PM the following day. This means that these orders should be delivered by

last mile trucks to the consumer two days after they are picked up in Reading CA. It is important

to note that no last mile considerations were made for this simulation model.

Given the ability to calculate transit times assuming actual road conditions, users can also back

into an optimal daily pickup time. For example, if the cutoff for next-day delivery at a particular

last-mile hub is 8:00 PM the day before final delivery, and the heavy-traffic transit case (with

breaks and loading) is estimated to take 22 hours, the optimal pickup time is therefore calculated

to be 10:00 PM the previous day (8:00 PM -22 hours = 10:00 PM the previous day).

Model Architecture and User Interface

The model interface is intuitive and highly tailorable to any number of fulfillment scenarios. The

home screen of the simulation model details the interior of the distribution node in question.

Users can specify where orders populate, and where items are picked, packed and queued for

pick-up. Orders appear on the screen at the specified order population box inside the distribution

node and follow a linear process flow that is governed by the inputs specified by the user. A

scale can also be employed to provide more accurate visualization of apparel sizes, workers sizes

and physical walking speeds, package sizes, and truck sizes. Additionally, trucks can populate at
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specific times and actually pick up a batch of orders that have populated in a queue.

4Oders pick
21 A

Orders pack

titr 6. Orders wait for pick up

I 7. Orders depart

3. Orders ready for pick
1. Orders placed (tech processing) 2. Orders wait

Figure 17: Anylogic model visualization - hypothetical department store fulfillment processes

In addition to the physical visualization of order flow inside the distribution node, a process flow

is also available to the users. This shows the name of each process step, the cumulative number

of orders that have reached that process step, the number of orders currently in that process step,

and the cumulative number of orders that have successfully been processed by that step. This is

helpful in identifying bottlenecks and imbalances in the system.
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Figure 18: Anylogic model visualization - fulfillment process steps

Additionally, graphs are available to users to track additional important metrics. Data can be

graphed for a single simulation run or be averaged and graphed for multiple (hundreds or

thousands of) simulation runs.

For the hypothetical department store fulfillment scenario, three graphs are generated. The first

details the number of orders that depart the distribution node in trucks every day. Because

operations are idle on Fridays in the hypothetical department store fulfillment scenario, a

significant spike in orders typically occurs every Saturday. This graph is helpful in

understanding and planning carrier shipping capacities. For example, if 1000+ simulation trials

reveal a constant fulfillment volume of 300 orders per day on Monday-Friday and a constant

fulfillment volume of 500 orders on Saturday throughout the months of January-June, a store

may schedule a single 350-package capacity truck to pick orders up on Monday-Friday and two
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350-package capacity trucks to pick orders up of Saturdays during these months. Additionally, if

1000+ simulation trials reveal a consistently high order fulfillment volume of 500 orders per day

every day during the holiday season, a store can preemptively schedule two 350-package trucks

every day during this time.

A second graph is generated that tracks staffing levels at five different times every day. Running

thousands of simulation trials is likely to provide a statistically significant view of staffing trends

that is helpful in planning staffing volumes. For example, if 1000+ simulation trials reveal a

constant labor need of 4 employees on certain days from 8 AM to 4 PM and 6 employees from 6

PM to 10 PM, a store will be able to staff accordingly and save the labor costs for two employees

from 8 AM to 4 PM on those days.

Finally, a cumulative diversion graph is generated that tracks the number of orders that must be

diverted to other distribution nodes in the event that the maximum daily capacity is reached.

This graph is helpful in understanding the overall percentage of orders that can actually be

fulfilled from a given node given a pre-defined SKU stocking strategy. For example, if the store

capacity is set to 100,000 orders per year, the SKU stocking strategy logic targets 100,000 orders

per year, and the cumulative diversion graph diverts 50,000 orders to other fulfillment nodes, the

theoretical productivity of the store node is found to be -50%, and the SKU stocking strategy

should be re-visited.
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Figure 19: Anylogic model visualization - tracking graphs: x-axis represents running simulation time in

minutes and y-axes represent number of units per truck per day (top), optimal number of workers per
shift (middle), and cumulative number of orders diverted to other fulfillment locations due to max

capacity breech (bottom)

The model also contains a second layer that visualizes and tracks transportation from the

distribution node to the final city. This screen is activated when a truck departs the home screen

(the screen showing the interior of the fulfillment node) after picking up orders. This screen

shows the location of transit trucks on a map in addition to on a process flow. The model is able

to log the timestamp that orders arrive at the last-mile delivery hub. Since the model

automatically generates and logs the timestamp when an order is placed, the total time from

when an order is placed to when it arrives at the last-mile delivery hub can be calculated for each
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order. Running the simulation thousands of times can provide insights into the range of end-to-

end delivery times (order-placed to order-delivered) This is extremely helpful in predicting what

service level to promise customers, as this service promise could change based on periods of

high demand or limited staffmg resources, which many simulation runs will show.
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Figure 20: Anylogic model visualization - transportation from department store in Reading CA to Los
Angeles

6 Model Results and Commentary

This section details the zone skipping transportation business case and ship-from-store

simulation model results. The zone skipping transportation business case model is developed

with the intention of producing quantifiable results pertaining to speed, reliability, cost, and

sustainability. These results are intended to serve as the basis for a retailer to make a go/no-go
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decision to adopt the zone skipping transportation model. The ship-from-store simulation model

is developed with the intention of providing higher-level qualitative results. These results are

intended to inform multi-channel retailers of opportunities and limitations of a ship-from-store

fulfillment model, as well as provide multi-channel retailers with an idea of how to potentially

reduce undesirable process variabilities.

6.1 Zone Skipping Results

The results detailed in this section are hypothetical and based on the model input estimates

detailed in section 5.1.

Speed Improvements Enabled by Zone Skipping

Zone skipping transportation is estimated to marginally improve digital delivery speeds and

significantly improve retail delivery speeds. The delivery speed associated with zone skipping is

estimated to be ~10% faster for digital packages to New York City, ~5% faster for digital

packages to Los Angeles, -39% faster for retail packages to New York City, and ~40% faster for

retail packages to Los Angeles. Additionally, with three daily trucks to New York City, an

estimated ~96% of all digital packages and -78% of retail packages bound for New York City

can be shipped via zone skipping, assuming the simulated model parameters detailed in section

5.1. With two daily trucks to Los Angeles, an estimated ~98% of all digital packages and ~80%

of retail packages bound for Los Angeles can be shipped via zone skipping. The remainder of

digital and retail packages are assumed to be transported by traditional carrier networks.

The digital delivery speed improvements enabled by zone skipping will allow multi-channel

retailers to sell marginally more product to speed-conscious consumers. This is because there

are customers who may be willing to buy certain products online if those products can get to
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them faster. Additionally, because zone skipping transportation enables multi-channel retailers

to assume ownership of end-to-end shipping processes, these multi-channel retailers will be able

to provide more accurate estimates of final delivery dates. These estimates will not only be able

to account for the day an order is placed, but also the time of day that said order is placed. This

will help multi-channel retailers promote cutoff times that will ultimately provide customers with

faster overall delivery speeds.

The retail speed improvements enabled by zone skipping present significant opportunities for

multi-channel retailers. Since zone skipping cuts transportation lead-times for most multi-

channel retailer store orders (78% to NYC and 80% to LA), multi-channel retailer stores will be

able to carry less inventory and react much more favorably to unpredicted swings in demand.

Under the traditional ground transportation model that is used to fulfill most store orders, if a

particular store SKU outsells forecast estimates, there is no way to rapidly replenish that SKU

(assuming that the SKU must be replenished from very far away and assuming that the retailer in

question operates a single centralized fulfillment node). This is particularly problematic, as

replenishment orders can only be placed after a demand signal at the store-level is realized. The

primary driver for long replenishment lead-times is long transit times from centralized DCs to

stores on the coasts. Zone skipping effectively reduces the transit lead-times by 40% for 78% of

retail orders to NYC and 80% of retail orders to LA, enabling multi-channel retailers to replenish

unpredictably fast-moving SKUs in nearly half the time it takes to replenish orders under current

transportation methods. This will ultimately result in significantly fewer lost sales and lower

inventory levels for retail stores that leverage zone skipping transportation.
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Reliability Improvements Enabled by Zone Skipping

Zone skipping transportation is estimated to improve on-time digital delivery performance to

NYC by -5% (i.e. on time performance increases from 88% to 93%). This improvement will cut

the total number of late orders to NYC by nearly 40% in the hypothetical fulfillment scenario.

Zone skipping is estimated to improve on-time digital delivery performance to LA by 3% (i.e.

on-time performance increases from 90% to 93%). This improvement will cut the total number

of late orders to LA by nearly 30% in the hypothetical fulfillment scenario.

The ramifications of these reliability improvements are significant. Many studies have been

conducted to examine the impacts of late deliveries. In general, these studies confirm a link

between customer loyalty and delivery promises3 0 . These results are magnified in large cities,

where consumers must intentionally alter their schedules to ensure that they are home to receive

deliveries. As such, significant reliability improvements in NYC and LA enabled by zone

skipping can potentially help improve e-retailer loyalty and (by extension), e-retailer revenues.

Additionally, zone skipping transportation removes packages from carrier networks (i.e.

sortation facilities and trucks). This is important, as many carrier sortation facilities are currently

approaching maximum capacity during periods of high demand (this is because they cannot keep

up with the growing demand being placed on them by increased e-retailer shipping volumes). If

maximum capacity is reached, packages traveling through carrier networks are likely to be

delayed. If unaddressed, these capacity constraints will result in bottlenecks for all packages (not

just those bound for NYC and LA). The ramifications of these bottlenecks are potentially

significant, as packages could be delayed leaving major carrier hubs (and by extension be

30 https://www.webs itemagazine.com/blog/the-impact-of-late-and-inaccurate-deliveries-on-customer-loyalty
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delayed arriving at consumers' doorsteps). Such capacity constraints would almost certainly be

unforeseen, as delivery promises provided to consumers would be locked down (since delivery

promises are issued at checkout - before packages depart the DC). Zone skipping offers an

opportunity to relieve capacity constraints and short-term pressures plaguing many e-retailers.

At the same time, zone skipping effectively reduces the number of traditional carrier packages

that retailers ship. This may cause traditional carriers to raise prices to compensate for lost

business and the reduced benefits associated with economies-of-scale shipping.

Cost Ramifications of Zone Skipping

Zone skipping transportation is estimated to significantly reduce overall transportation costs (for

both digital and retail packages) to LA. This is because a central fulfillment model (assumed

from section 5.1) requires digital packages to utilize expensive air shipping methods to reach

consumers. The zone skipping transportation model enables these expensive air shipments to be

put in dedicated trucks, which drive directly from the central distribution center to LA. The

conversion of air-shipped digital orders to ground zone shipping unlocks significant cost savings.

Additionally, zone skipping exploits certain elements of current the retail shipping cost structure.

This is because the bulk of the cost to ship a retail package is estimated to be manifested in the

transit portion of shipping (central distribution center to last mile delivery hub) and not the last-

mile portion of shipping (last mile delivery hub to end customer). Because zone skipping

transportation replaces the expensive retail carrier transit rates with inexpensive pooled

digital/retail truck transit, the overall cost to ship a retail package is estimated to decrease

significantly with zone skipping.
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Zone skipping transportation to NYC is actually expected to cost more than current zone

transportation, especially for digital packages. Unlike digital packages shipped from a central

distribution center to LA that currently leverage expensive air shipping methods, digital

packages shipped to NYC from a central distribution center currently leverage very cheap zone

ground transportation methods. As such, replacing expensive air shipping with cheap zone

skipping (LA) presents significantly more cost savings opportunities than replacing cheap zone

ground shipping with cheap zone skipping (NYC). Additionally, the cost structure to zone ship

a digital package is opposite the cost structure zone ship a retail package. The bulk of the cost to

zone ship a digital package is manifested in the last-mile portion of shipping (last mile delivery

hub to end consumer). The transit portion of shipping for digital packages is actually quite

cheap. Conversely, the bulk of the cost to zone ship a retail package is manifested in the transit

portion of shipping. Since zone skipping replaces the 'transit' portion of shipping for both

digital and retail packages, it is advantageous (from a cost standpoint) to fill zone skipping trucks

with retail packages since the transit costs of these packages are so high (compared to the transit

costs for digital packages).

Additionally, the operational rates for zone skipping trucks to NYC are quite expensive

compared to LA rates because return business in NYC is much sparser. Because zone skipping

transportation only affects the transit portion of shipping, and because the bulk of packages

transported to NYC via the zone skipping method are digital packages, it is actually costlier to

operate zone skipping trucks than the current digital and retail zone shipping carriers.
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Sustainability Improvements Enabled by Zone Skipping

As previously mentioned, zone skipping transportation ostensibly converts standard air

shipments bound for LA to ground shipments. Given the potentially significant volume of

packages that would be affected by a zone skipping model to LA, the conversion from air

shipping to ground shipping enables significant environmental savings. This is because airplanes

bum more fuel per pound-mile than trucks. This is good news for retailers, who have been

placing significant emphasis on improving supply chain sustainability. Unlocking ground

shipping options to the west coast will enable desired C02 reductions.

Summary of Zone Skipping Benefits

LA NYC.

Speed: 5% + 39% Speed: 10% + 40%
Q ital stieve mpn Pmat Retail Speed improvement in C teal SPed mpexirt Rie!3 Speed mproemen!
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Figure 21: Summary of zone skipping transportation business case for the hypothetical model Inputs
detailed in Section 5.1

Qualitative Assessment of Zone Skipping Distribution Center Sortation Complexities

Under a zone skipping transportation model, digital and retail packages bound for NYC and LA

(from a centralized distribution center) would need to be sorted by geography inside the
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distribution centers. This presents challenges, as many retailers operate distribution centers that

do not allow for sortation of packages. For most distribution centers, packages bound for digital

and retail customers depart on geographically agnostic shuttles that move packages from DCs to

nearby carrier sortation centers. These packages are only sorted by geography once they arrive

at the carrier sortation centers. As such, in order to enable zone skipping transportation, most

retailers will need to unlock geographic sortation capabilities inside their distribution centers.

This will require large up-front capital investments to automate the sortation of packages.

Unlocking these sortation capabilities while not disrupting current DC operations will be

challenging for retailers, as space must also be set aside in the DCs to queue packages.

Distribution centers will also need to employ dedicated loading docks, where packages can be

picked up by zone skipping trucks.

Qualitative Assessment of Zone Skipping Customer Experience Risks

In addition to the added complexities associated with DC sortation, zone skipping presents risks

to customer satisfaction stemming the lack of real-time package tracking capabilities.

Traditional carriers provide timestamp data and tracking numbers to customers, and customers

can see where their packages are located in real-time throughout the transit phase of shipping.

This is especially true of packages shipped by ground, as carrier zone shipping employs multiple

sorts en-route to the final destination city. Each time packages are sorted; customers can view

the timestamp information of these sorts. Under a zone skipping transportation model,

customers would lose the ability to real-time track their packages until their packages arrive at

final last-mile sortation facilities. This may be a detriment to some customers who like to track

exactly where their packages are at all times.
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6.2 Ship-from-Store Simulation Model Results

The ship-from-store simulation model is designed to test how inputs such as staffing levels,

hours of operation, and demand profile (tied to SKU stocking strategy) affect fulfillment times

for store distribution nodes. Since store nodes would likely be used to fulfill the most speed-

critical packages (next-day and same-day shipping), testing various operational assumptions and

determining their effects on fulfillment times is an essential need for multi-channel retailers

looking to fulfil orders from brick and mortar stores. The model developed for this project

produces results that are case-specific. The model inputs can be varied such that an infinite array

of results can be generated. This is desirable, as the model can be used to simulate any store

fulfillment scenario with specific inputs tailored to specific stores.

Single-Scenario Results

The simulation model can be used to ascertain several key measures related to ship-from-store

fulfillment. The model can be used to track the projected number of packages that can be

fulfilled from a store node on a given day (given certain staffing levels, a specific SKU stocking

strategy and corresponding demand profile, and other operational assumptions), the staffing

profile needed to clear orders from the system in a specified amount of time, and the number of

orders that need to be diverted to other fulfillment nodes given specified capacity constraints in

the store node. The results are displayed on three separate graphs which track and amalgamate

these metrics for up to thousands of trials.

These metrics can be useful for several reasons. First, the model can be used as a predictive

staffing tool that enables stores to determine their staffing levels for predicted demand profiles

and desired fulfillment times. Additionally, the model can be used to determine the carrier
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capacity needed on any given day. This is because the model tracks the number of packages that

depart the store node every day. Finally, the model can be useful in developing a more accurate

SKU stocking strategy. This is because the model tracks how far under or overcapacity the

system operates on any given day.

Multi-Scenario Test

One of the more powerful use-cases of the simulation model is the ability to conduct side-by-side

tests comparing the effects of various fulfillment inputs. For the sake of this project, the model

was generated to test two store fulfillment scenarios for department store fulfillment scenario

detailed in section 5.2. The demand profile for this test was kept constant from one scenario to

the other. This decision was made because demand was determined to be an input that multi-

channel retailer cannot directly control. As such, the model ostensibly fixes the SKU stocking

strategy, which by extension fixes the same demand profile for the department store in Reading

CA fulfilling ~100,000 orders per year to LA. The model therefore tests and varies the inputs

that multi-channel retailers can directly control (such as number of employees, max daily

capacity levels, operational hours, etc). 100,000 orders per year was the selected target demand

profile because it maximizes the number of orders that can be fulfilled in a large (department

store-sized) node without significantly jeopardizing store operations. For smaller boutique

stores, the target demand profile would be significantly less than 100,000 orders per year.
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SKU Stocking Strategy Demand Profile Simulation Model

Figure 22: Summary of the demand profile for the multi-scenario department store test (Note - The
demand profile is developed from the SKU stocking strategy and feeds the simulation model. This

demand profile is fixed for both scenarios as it is an input which multi-channel retailers cannot directly
control.)

The model results for the multi-scenario test are displayed by the model in the form of side-by-

side graphs detailing the distribution of fulfillment times and a cumulative distribution of the

percentage of orders fulfilled by a certain time interval. The cumulative distribution is useful in

determining the projected fulfillment times for all orders at a given service level.
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Figure 23: Multi-scenario test results (Note - the blue line shows the projected order fulfillment times

for every order in the test, and the red line shows the cumulative percentage of orders that have cleared

the system by a given fulfillment time interval.)

Running the test with an identical demand profile and varying only the max daily capacity from

500 to 1000 orders/day, the staffing levels from 12 to 10 workers/shift, and the operational hours

from 12 to 11 hours/day, the results show significantly longer fulfillment times for the test case

than the baseline case and marginally more orders processed for the test case than the baseline

case. The purpose of this test is to determine what happens to projected fulfillment times at

various service levels if the capacity doubles, the number of workers is reduced, and the hours of

operation are reduced. Additionally, by increasing capacity, the number of processed orders

increases in the test case. This is important, as it provides retailers with quantifiable trade

metrics for capacity, processing time, and recurring cost (staffing levels and operational hours).

For the baseline case, 95% of the orders processed in the test were fulfilled in 4.2 hours or less.

For the test case, 95% of the orders processed in the test were fulfilled in 6.9 hours or less.

Additionally, for the baseline case, 65,850 orders are processed over the course of the year. For

the test case, 69,333 orders are processed over the course of the year. As such, the baseline case
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represents a 39% reduction in fulfillment time over the test case, and only 5% fewer orders can

be processed. If reduction of fulfillment times is the most desired objective, the baseline case

inputs should be used in an actual ship-from-store scenario.

7 Conclusions

7.1 Key Findings

The project developed two strategies that retailers can leverage to improve key city delivery

performance. The first strategy, zone skipping transportation, improves delivery speed,

reliability, cost to New York City and Los Angeles. Zone skipping transportation presents

several implementation challenges pertaining to DC sortation and customer order tracking.

Overall, zone skipping transportation benefits outweigh the potential implementation challenges

and the zone skipping transportation model business case is robustly positive.

The second portion of the project, ship from store simulation, produces a reliable and predictable

SKU stocking strategy template and associated demand profile for store fulfillment operations.

Additionally, the simulation model leverages a myriad of tailorable operational parameters that

can be altered to determine the best setup to achieve certain desired outcomes (such as

minimized fulfillment times, lean staffing, etc). Overall, the SKU stocking strategy and

simulation model enable multi-channel retailers to better plan for (and execute) future ship-from-

store operations.

7.2 Next Steps

The model and business case assessments for zone skipping transportation can be leveraged by

Nike. Additionally, Nike has many retail stores in Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago. Nike
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can pool shipments to stores with digital shipments to select cities and most likely attain enough

demand to make the zone skipping model profitable.

Additionally, Nike can leverage the ship-from-store simulation modeling to operationalize a

multi-nodal (ship-from-store) distribution network. Nike may experience great returns from this

type of store fulfillment network, as Nike's largest distribution center is located in Memphis TN.

Shipments from Memphis to the east and west coasts are likely much more expensive than

shipments from a store on the east or west coast to a digital customer on the same coast as the

store.
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